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In thi8 thesis a prototype Maintenance Management Decision 
Support System (DSS) is designed and implemented, using an array 
theoretic language, NIAL. The system aids decision making by 
providing access to the data related to maintenance and evaluating 
certain problems using suitable models. The modular structure or 
the system perm.ts future explnsions for more sophistioated 
features. 
The d.'.ta base of the system stores all the data needed to 
manage basic maintenance activities. The main data source of the 
system is work orders, originating from the production depart.ment. 
All the data extracted from these orders plus standards developed 
by several methods are stored in this data base. 
'lbere are three models in the system to evaluate three 
selected problems in maintenance management. The replacement 
model provides a policy consisting of decisions on whether to 
replace or to leave a component or an equipment under 
consideration. Overhaul/ repair/ replace model decides on the 
action to be taken for an equipment , considering its condition 
and the associated costs. The third model supports the 
maintenance manager by scheduling the the requested maintenance 
__ .• ., __ ._....,._...__.~ __ ,._. • ..--........ ·--...... llf)lit.C,, ·• -··--.••rN ,__,. 8 ....,-....-i, ·- ·-··--, ................. ,a; zp,,--w 
tasks according to tne available resources of the department. 
.. --······~" ...... ~ ---.····· ,. 4'J', . 
The users interaction with the data base and the models is 
1 
provided tbrougb a hierarchy or menua. 
~• o .. ,,,~• • •. ', 




For a long time, management or llllintenanoe activities baa 
been scaevhat neglected, al though industrial engineer a have been 
applying work aeaaur•ent and aetbod improvement techniq uea to 
repetitive tasks in the operations area. Since maintenance 
activities are not repetitive in nature aa an operatioml task, 
maintenance was not uenable to being syat- tized. 'lbere are 
also economic and technical reasons why management baa been 
hesitant to introduce labor oontrols into maintenance departaenta. 
Eoonomic factors such as the ooat of developaent and continuation 
of the systaa are of prime concern. What system to use, 
consultant advice and in-house capabilities are also technical 
factors which induence decision of whether to have a maintenance 
management system, or not. 
Today, it is realized that to improve the productivity of the 
overall plant, a maintenance management system should be 
1JDplemented. It is a fact that the cost of maintenance labor is 
increasing faster than the index of total plant, operating costs. 
Also there is a scare! ty of caiable , well t,,ained craftsmen. 
Thus it is apparent to give desired importance to the management 
of maintenance, in order to use the scarce resources more 
3 
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keep a facility in •as built• condition and therefore oontinuing 
to have its original productive cap!ci ty. Primary maintenance 
objectives are to decrease downtime or operations and improve the 
overall safety, quality and productivity of operation. 
Proper documentation and evaluation of work orders received 
frcm several departments, and schedUling those tasks are primary 
functions of maintenance management. 
.. ..... -------·-"·~-....-. .. -~-
'' ' 
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2 N&DtaAICZ N&IAODaT N>DIL 
A Decision Support Syataa could be a part.la! answer to the 
growing needs or a maintenance management. The aoo pe or this 
thesia is to build a prototype Decision Support Syatem (DSS) which 
aa tiaries some or the needs or maintenance management , and permits 
expansion of the systaa to cover more services for the user. 
The proposed DSS oonaista or three subsystems: 
- Database Subsystem 
- Models Subsystem 
- Dialog Subsystem 
The system supports decision making in two ways. First it 
provides access to all raw information in the data base in an 
organized manner, and secondly , it uses this information in the 
models subsystaa to provide processed data or results to the user. 
The structure of the DSS model is given in figure 1. 
2.1 DATABASE SUBSYS'lBN 
Every organization maintains a collection of data that is 
used for the planning, control and operation • This "data base" , 
which is a prerequisite to DSS, is an essential concept for the 
organization. 
Having a data base prior to building a DSS: 
- Simplifies collection and maintenance of (sane of) 
the data used by the DSS. 
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- Limits the aet of 1unotions and users that tho OOS 
need to support 
- Simplifies the design of DSS. 
- Eliaina tes potential oonflicting performance and 
requir•ents. (data update versus data retrieval) 
- Increases the chances or data sharing among DSS. 1 
Reduced implementation and operating costs for OOS, increased 
data control and sharing and reduced data redundancy are the 
advantages of having a sound, efficient dat.a base and dat.a base 
managaaent system prerequisite to building or DSS. 
For representing, organizing, storing and handling da t.a in a 
computer, a data model has to be implemented. In general a data 
model has three parts which are collection or data structures , 
operations to handle the data and rules which make sure that the 
data entered to the system is valid. 
2.1,1 DATA BASS N>DBL 
In this prototype maintenance management system, the data 
base used is structured according to the relational data base 
ooncept. 
In the relational data base model data structures are grouped 
1carlson, E. D. and Sprague Jr. , .R. H. Building Btteotive Decision Support Syst•s, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1982, p.223, 
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with respect to their relations among themselves. Figure 2 abowa 
a diagram or these atruotures. 
WRKt«> MATNO ACTCS 
_,.... __ 
------ - - -- . .r 
- -- ' ( I I 2 \ 5 , . TIJ)lE \.. \_ ,-r--___ ,/ 
-
- - __ ............_ 
2 3 I 7 \ r----.... \ I ~ FIELDS 
Figure 2: Tuples and Fields 
The data base management routines used in this system are 
based on the roster model , which has been designed by Fl. 
Schmidt as an array theoretic alternative to the relational data 
base model. 2 This model is written in NIAL which is the same 
language in whiob this maintenance management system is 
11!lplemented. 
The roster model embodies the common relational operations 
as: 
- Inserting (add a tuple) 
- Upda Ung (the value of a field in a tuple). 
- Deleting (a tuple) 
- Creating (a relation) 
-
•. . ~. . .,.1,,.,, .. , • •.••• . • '~...... ._ .... ~--...... •!'•'·,#, •••••• ; ....... 
-
2Jenkins:·" M. A. and Schmidt, Fl. "The NIAL Approach", Publication of Queen's Uru.versi ty , Kingston, Canada, pp. 76-151. 
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- Deletin1 (a relation) 
- Selecting (a tuple rrca relation) 
- Joining (combining two relations baaed on ooamon valuea in fields vi th the sue dc:aain) 
- Projecting (selecting a subset or the tielda 
- in a rel a ti.on) 
Baaed on these primitive operations, a higher level data baae 
management system is constructed to service the DSS. File 
retrieval, file update and information retrieval are the three 
major modules. 
1be function of the file retrieval module is to dump the 
contents of a given file in the data base. 'lhe labels along with 
the data stored in the file are listed in a tabular form. 
File update module performs three functions. 'lhese are to 
add or insert a tuple , to delete a tuple and to change a field in 
a tuple. When inserting a tuple , each field is entered one at a 
time in response to a pi-anpt. Deletion of a tuple requires only 
the key of the tuple as an input, while changing a field in a 
tuple requires both the key of the tuple and the field number to 
be changed. 
Information retrieval module reads and combines data f ran 
different files in the data base. !t })rovide.s prooeaaed data to 
the user for three .. oases; eqtu.pment t'ail!.ZZ'es, maincenanoe oost and 
worker performance. 
9 
The rauure information module prov idea uaer with 1ntoraation 
on the date failure was reported, date maintenance work waa 
scheduled and da t.e work wa:s completed, tor each work order. (see 
figure 6) 
The maintenance oost module provides information about the 
standard cost for the man hours, 11a ter1al and maintenance 
equipaent used to perform each maintenance task listed in the 
files. Along with cost figures , the module gives infonu.tion 
about the worker, material and eqU1111ent used. (see figure 3,4 and 
5) 
The worker performance module computes the performance ot 
eaoh worker with respect to time standards. (see figure 7) 
2.1.2 FILE STRUcrum 
Roster representation of relations (files) consist of a 
header and a body block. ( see figure 8 ) '!be header stores the 
information used by roster operations and the body stOl'es the 
data. '!be sectors of' the header are labels, predicates, base 
flags, comparators, standings and sort flags. 
A label is a unique phrase used for referencing a 
zone. A predica t.e is an operation that is used for 
Valida ting units , its name is stored as a phrase. A base flag is a truth value that is used for identifying ~oms 
that ta.Ice part in the identification ot' objects and 
events. When the base flag equals falsehood it defines 
zone to be descript1ve only. Together the canparators 
standings and sort flag defines the ordering of' sectors in 
the body. '!be sort flags identify zones to control 
10 
WRKNO MNEONO ACTEOHR NHEOPCST TOTCOS 
I 6 4 5 32 
2 82 7 8 35 
Figure 3: Maintenance Equipnent Cost 
WRKNO CRFTNO ACTSTHR WAGE TOTCOS 
I 2 8 10 80 
2 5 7 II 77 
Figure II: Man Power Cost 
WRKNO MATNO ACTCS MATCST TOTCOS 
I 8 5 100 500 
2 12 12 50 600 
Figw-e 5: Material Cost 
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ECNJ OATISS OATSCH OATREL 
100 10484 10584 10584 
225 10484 10684 10784 
350 10648 10884 10884 
Figure 6: Failure Information 
WRKNO WRl<CO EMANHR ACTSTHR PERF 
I 3 15 10 .5 
2 5 20 15 .33 
Figure 7: Worker Performance 
sorting and standings. define the order in which work is to be done. A comparator is an operation that is used for determining preCQ.dence between two units, its name is stored as a unit. ::S 
This maintenance management data base consists of rosters 
which include information on: 
- Work orders (fundamental source of information for maintenance management). 
- Plant equipnent 
3 Jenkins and Schmidt, p. 91. 
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WRKNO MATNO ACTCS 
-
LABELS 
PVNJ PMAT PNO 
-
PREDICATES 
L L L 
-
BASEFLAGS 
CNIM CNUM CNUM 
-
COMPARATORS 
0 I 2 
-
STANDINGS 
L L L 
-
SORTFLAGS 
I 2 5 : I BODY 2 3 7 
Figure 8: Structure ot a Roster 
- Maintenance craft. 
- Maintenance material. 
- F.quipnent used for maintenance. 
- Task standards (work parts standards which could be obtained as a result of work and time study). 
- Opera ting and maintenance costs (result of cost analysis). 
The conceptual structure of riles is shown in figure 9. 
Work orders are the major input to the maintenance management 
system. To give the maintenance manager or the plant engineer the 
necessary control over the maintenance activities, there has to be 
13 
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a physical system , which oolleots the necessary data required by 
the managaent. 1be work order system arranges the neoesaary 
paper work of the maintenance, obtains control over the 
maintenance related data and operations. 
Information in a work order should produce quantifiable 
feedback on overall maintenance performance, equi1111ent history, 
and also provide basis for developing standards for maintenance. 
A properly structured work order system should do at least 
the following: 
- Provide a means to request maintenance service. 
- Identify and record maintenance work when it ccaes in 
and when it is completed. 
- Define and scope each Job, whether a routine repair, breakdown, preventive maintenance, Jl'OJect work or other 
work. 
- Authorize work to be done. 
- Assign Job priorities such that the most important work is scheduled first. 
- fllke it possible to plan and schedule work. 
- Capture labor and material costs on each Job. 
- Record use of special tools and materials. 
- Assign work to craftsmen. 
- Measure the performance and efficiency of the labor force. 
- Generate data for equipnent histories. 
- Provide data to analyze maintenance costs by job, 
15 
equipment and ooat center. 
With a roater data baae, ea•ntial intonation input to a 
uintemnce managuent ayat• oan be eaa1ly provided. 
Work order rotera (WO, WOCA, VONA, 1101£) •body all the di ta 
necessary to perform the tunotiona listed above. ( see tigure 10) 
Work order nmber is the major key tor •ch ot these tour rosters. 
Secondary keys like craft nmber, uterial nmber, and equipment 
nmber are required to uniquely identify tbe tuplea stored in the 
Work Order Craft Assignment, Work Order Ha terial Asai pent, and 
Work Order Maintenance Ha terial Aaaigment rosters respectively. 
Information in work order standards rosters (VS, WMS, HS, WQ;) 
oould be obtained from work order tiles by acme modules which are 
not included in this ayatem. (see figure 11) Addition of these 
modules to the system would be a future project. Standards 
rosters oontain information that can be used to eval \B t.e the work 
orders received • '1be major key for these rosters is the work 
oode, which is used to define the maintenance work requested. 
'1beae codes are the result of a standardization of the maintenance 
jobs. Every maintenance job has a work code associated with it. 
The aecondary keys are the craft nmber, material 
number, mai.ntenance equi.PDent number for the Work Order Craft 
Standards roster, Work Order Ma. terial Standards roster and Work 
Order Maintenance Equi.PDent standards respectively. 
16 
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Plant equi19ent rosters (EQ,~00) contain speoitioa tion ot 
the equiiaent to be allint&J.ned and tbe1r respective c011ponents. 
Theae rosters also eaJmaoJ.ze eqw.iaent-coaponent relationships. 
the aain key ror the plant equiJ,aent roster i.z, the equipaent 
n111ber, while F.quJ.iaent Component roster has the component n111ber 
as the secondary key. ( figure 12) 
Maintenance equipment roster (MEQ) contains info1W1t1on about 
the equipaent u8ed to perform a maintenance work(aee figure 13). 
those equi111ent are u.,ually material handling equiiaent. It is 
assumed that the maintenance eqU1111ent are uniquely defined by 
numbers. lbe key for this roster is the maintenance equi11D9nt 
n1111ber. 
Maintenance material roster (HMAT) contains information about 
the material required to caaplete a maintemnce task. To provide 
the availability of the material is one of the functions of the 
maintenance managanent. lberefore information about inventory 
level, ordered amount and order dates are stored in this 
roster,which has the material nmber as its key. (see figure 111) 
Craftsmen roster carries information about the workers in the 
plant. This information includes the description of their Job and 
the craft code under which they can be listed. Craft code is 
another standard develo pad to represent common types of craftsmen .•.. _.... . <Ill-···""' _ .. , . . .. 
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I· gure 13: Maintenance EqUipment Roster 
Every worker in the maintenance department has a craft number, 
which is the key for this roster. (see figure 15) 
As mentioned earlier every maintenance job has an associated 
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Figure 14: Maintenance Haterial Roster 
CRF 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Figure 15: Craftsmen Roster 
elmaentary task. F.ach taak has i ta own wuque code nuaber. Taak 
standarda roater (WRTS, TSK, 'JSICPS, TSJCCRF, TSIOIIEO) indicate the 
relationahip between the work oodea and the taak oodea and taak 
oodes also provide the uaer with intonu tion about. the deaoription 
and the iroceas time of the taska as well as the the craft and the 
equipnent needed to camplete the tasks. (aee figure 16) 
All theae information stored in these rosters can be obtained 
by apiro pria te work and time study methods. Precedence relations 
of the tasks within the works are also stored in theae rosters. 
'lhese rosters are the main input to the maintenance work 
scheduling model, which will be explained later in the text. 
lbe roster for cost standards ( FWC) ahould be "l)c:la ted 
periodically. A module which extracts cost information frm the 
work orders and use it as an input to cost forecasting module 
could be built in to the system as an other aystem expansion 
project. (see.figure 17) 
2.2 ll>DPL SOBSYS'IBM 
One of the three basic parts of a decision support system is 
the models subsystem. 
The dialog component supports the use of the system by decision makers , and the data cmponent provides access to the raw material for decision making. It is the modelling cmponent that gives the decision makers the ability to analyze the problem fully by developing and 
24 
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Figure 17: Operating and Maintenance Cost Rosters 
canparing alternative solutions.~ 
One of the key features of a DSS is its ability to integrate 
data access and decision models, which saves a great deal or time 
, money , and effort in behalf of decision maker, in this case the 
4carlson and Sprague, p. 257 
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aintenanoe aanager . 
The aodel creation prooeas auat be flexible, with extensive 
modelling language, and a aet or building bloolca (aucb aa 
subroutines) which oan be aaaembled to asaiat the modeling 
process. 
This specific maintenance Jl"Ototype system, three decision 
problem areas were choaen. These are 
- determining a replacement policy, 
- deciding on whether replace, repair or overhaul 
according to the status of the equipaent and 
- Jl"epairing maintenance work schedule. 
F.ach model bas its own assumptions , and objectives. 'lbe 
scheduling model receives its input frca data base. The replacement 
model receives its input directly frca the user , because that 
specific type of data should not be stored in the files of the 
data base. It is also possible to extract this information frca 
the other information stored in the files with the use of other 
modules. The overhaul/repair/replace decision model receives its 
input from the database or from the user upon user's choice. This 
is an example of the flexibility of the models. · 
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2.2.1 RIFLACINIIT IIECISIOI N>DIL 
The person who is resi:onsible for the replacement decisions 
at various expenditure levels differs fraa plant to plant , but 
usually higher management has the resi:onm.bili ty for replacement 
of uni ts while maintenance management deals with replacement and 
repair of assemblies and comi:onenta. 
A maintenance manager will be interested in a replacment 
policy which will provide the sequence of times according to which 
the replacements should be scheduled. Such an optimal policy may 
either maximize the p-ofit or minimize downtime or total cost. 
With this specific model , minimizing total cost is emphasized. 
This replacement model is a specific case for equipaent which 
is not subject to breakdown , but whose opera ting cost increases in 
proportion to its age due to deterioration. The trend in 
opera ting cost for such equipaent is illustrated in figure 18. It 
would be fair to say that the trend in operating cost will be 
known after the replacement. 
replacement must be made. 
To reduce the opera ting cost a 
An objective of this model is to determine an optimal 
replacement i:olicy which tells whether to replace or not an 
equipaent when it reaches a particular age. By doing, the total 








Figure 18: Operating Coat Trend 
'l'bis model is baaed on the following eqm tion: 
~n(I) = min [ C(I,J)+ ~n-1CJ)) ]5 
fbdel parameters: 
- a: age of the equipment. 
TIME 
- I: age of equipnent since it was last replaced with n 
periods or time to go. · 
- C(a): Cost of equi1111ent with age a at the start of the 
operating period • 
. ... . 
. ... "' ~·~---·-··· 
S Jardine, A. IC. S. Maintenance Replaceaent and Relia~ility, 
Toronto: Pit.man Publishing , 19'73, p46. 
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- J:Age or equii-aent since laat replaced vith n-1 periods 
to g,. 
- Cr: Replacement cost. 
- C(I, J): Total cost of starting equipaent ot age I at the 
start or a period and having equipaent or age J at the 
end of period. 




Thia model 1a a dynamic prograaaing applioa tion. The 
equation above is solved recursively. 
The total opera ting and/or maintenance cost at each age of 
the equi(Dent is the major input to the system. ( figure 19) The 
present age of the equi(Dent is also entered to the model , so 
that a policy consisting of decisions , whether to replace or to 
continue operation is provided for eBch decision period. (see 
example in figure 19) 
The assumption made when building the model are listed below: 
- The replacement returns the equipnent to •as new" 
condition 
- The equipaent is going to be used for a fixed period of 
time , and the policy is determined for that fixed 
period of time. 
- The cost of replacement remains constant , whatever the 
age of the equipaent is. 
- The time it takes to perform the replacement is 
neglected , since it can be done during a non-productive 
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AGE CF MIC 
SJ~ LAST 0 I 2 ~ REPLACED, A 
OPERATJNi 
COST C(oJ 100 200 250 
REPLACEtENT 
COST. Cr 125 
OPERATING ANO REPLACEMENT COSTS 
0 2 
0 00 100 00 
00 225 200 




(0) ••In [C(O,J)) • min ~~~ 
F ( 0) = II t n [C ( 0 'J) +F ( J) ] = II t n [7o::~~J 
00 +22!5 J 
•••• .----··· . .,, .. ,. !,,,, ... ............ 
Figure 19: continued 
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3.2.2 OVERHAUL/REPAIR/REPLACE D£CISI01I K>D£L 
In tho evont or oquJ.pcont railuro or dotootion of uorn or 
dofoctive sxart:s during an inspoction, a doohion r:2ust bo cado 
concerning tho natw-o and oxtont of maintonanco work to be 
initiated. Basically, maintemnco managers seek to aaleot repair-
roplaceaont policie:s that will miniJDize total opera ting costs over 
the useful lifo of equipment. Where the choice involves repair 
versus replacement of defective parts or units, the costs 
associated with alternative policies 1.1ust be predicted to allow 
selection of lowest cost policy. 
Hhen equipment is sent to the maintenance work shops for 
overhaul, a decision must be made, on the basis of estimated 
overhaul cost whether to overhaul the equipment or replace it. 
If equi1J11ent is subject to failure, one of two possible 
actions can be taken is either to repair or to completely replace 
the failed equipnent. To reduce the frequency of failure, 
preventive maintenance can al.so be performed. Thus at various 
points in time, the decision could be taken to overhaul the 
equipment or replace it while it is still in an operating state. 
The objective of this model is to minimize the total cost of 
maintenance and loss of production over the next (n) periods of 




-~-~- ............ - .. 
f.h1:J aodol 1:s al :,o a dyn.,11110 programi:1ng appl 1c.a Uon l 1ko tho 
replllce:,ont. i=odol. The rocurdvo oqm Uon or t.ho model 14: 
Fn(I):i=1n"Ca(I,J)tpa(I,J)+~P4 (I,J)tfn-l(J)J 
6 Whore t.ho poramot.or:s aro : 
- I: St.ate or equipaont start or period. (Good or raUod) 
- J: State or equiiaent at tho ond or the period. 
- a:Action taken. 
- P(a,I,J):ProbabiUty or equipnent going rraa I to J if 
action a is taken. (f1gure 20) 
- C(a, I,J) :Cost/period or going from state I to J if action a is taken. (figure 20) 
The cost and probability of going rraa one state to another 
are the inputs to the model. (see figure 20) 'lbe model returns the 
actions to be taken tor both good and railed conditions of the 
equipuent at each time period. (see example in figure 20) 
In this model , the condition of the equiµnent can be 
specified as being either good or failed. In many maintenance 
problems, it may be necessary to describe the condition more 
specifically. For example, if equipnent is in good condition, it 
is appropriate to know how long it has been in operation since the 
previous maintenance action. Also, alternatives other than 
overhaul, repair, or replace may need to be considered. Further 
6 Jardin, p. 119 
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Condition condifionofend of period 
al start Decision 
of ptriod GOOD FAILED 
overhaul PJG •.75 '/;~ • . 25 GOOD R R replace PGGa.95 ~ .. 'Fr:::. 05 
FA /LED 
repair PIG= .GO PfFa.40 
replace l}~-.95 '1:1 :.05 
PROBABILITY MA TRIX 
Condition Condition of end of period 
at star.t Decision 
of period GOOD FAILED 
overhaul 0 0 CGG=200 CGF-1200 
GOOD. 
replace er;t =!00 ~'!:=1500 
.. r Cfp=IJOO repair CFG=IOO 
FAILED 
replace C:s:::soo cR =1500 FF 
COS.T MATRIX •· 
Figure 20: Overhaul/Replace/Repair Decision Exawple 
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F (G) • atn I • aln f.5ol ~o~ 
I 
OVERHAUL 
F (F) • 111tn r;ooi ..._ REPAIR I ~5~ 
c0 •Po +c0 •Po +P0 •F (G)+P° F (F) GG GG GF GF GG I GF 
L912.50~ • 11tn 002.~o ----;~• OVERHAUL 




Figure 20: continued 
lb II ---· 
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PERIODS TO GO 2 I 
STATE OF 
EQUIPMENT AT GOOD GOOO START OF PERIOD FAILED FAILED I 
ACTION TO TAKEN 
AT START OF OVERHAUL OVERHAU.. PERIOD, A REPAIR REPAIR 
EXPECTED 912.5 4!50 FUTURE COST 970 500 F (I) 
Figure 20: continued 
,._ .. 
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alt.ernaUvea •ilht. include 'do notb1na' or various degHa or 
overhaul. lnoJ.ua.ton or turt.ber alt.ernaUvea will generate a 
larger aat.rix or t.rana.tt.1on probab1l1t.1ea. 
1be aain criterion in t.bia aodel 1a total ooat., however, 
criteria auch aa downtiae and profit oould be uaed eqaally well in 
the analya.ts. In t.be aodel, t.be u.- to 1aplaent the decia.ton is 
neglected. 1bia ia beoauae thia tiae period can be oonaidered 
abort relative to t.be usual operating period or t.be equipaent, or 
that they oan be dona at weekend, aay, when the equipaent is not 
used. 
In tbe model it is aaamed that a decia.ton baa to be made in 
every period. Problas can arise when it is neoesaary to 
detel'llline when tbe next decision is to be made, knowing that a 
failure may force manas•ent to take s<11e maintenance action 
before the planned time. 
2.2. 3 N&DTII.AICI SCIIBDtl.IJIJ NlDIL 
The effectiveness of any maintenance scheduling system is 
directly related to the involvanent and efforts of front line 
supervision in maintenance program. 
Having front line supervisors schedule maintenance work loads 
provides the oommunication link whereby production and service 
de,wtments na,n....r.eque:t __ maintenancedllia~nce, thus t'ac11itat1ng 
the planning of maintenance job assignments in aooordanoe with job 
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priorities and aanpover availabil itiea. 
It 1a alao iaportant to have coopera t.1on be tween maintenance 
management and product.ion management. To maintain the 
coamuniaation between these two parties, personnel are often 
rotated between maintenance manageaent and product.ion management 
poationa. 
view. 
This way moh becaaea aware of the others point or 
The objective of work scheduling is to ensure that the 
mainteranoe depart.ment operates at an optimal level. 
Any scheduling system must by oust m 1z ed for a 
specific applica Uon. Scheduling mainterance work is 
different be tween functions and plants. In acme plants a 
large portion of the work, 90 peroent or better, can be 
scheduled, while in others only 70 percent scheduling is 
feasible. 1be amount of work that can be scheduled 
depends on the function and craft. For example, building 
mainterance activities can usually be scheduled 8> to 90 
percent of the time. Machine-tool-maintenance activities 
on the other hand, are subject to more variables and 
therefore scheduled time ranges between 50 to 80 percent. 
Surveys shows that most emergncy work performed is 
electric or electronic in nature:7 
Maintenance scheduling is primarily concerned with arranging 
the sequence , in which the present work orders are to be 
responded. While scheduling the tasks , the priority of the 
request an availability of material , equi111ent and craftsnen 
7Higg1ns, L. R. and Morrow, L. c. Maintenance Engineering 
Handbook1 New York: He Graw Hill Book C<mpany, t 'R?, p. 3-53 
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should be considered. 
r.ertainly , it is unreal istio to achedule 100 peroent 
or the aaintemnoe work rorce when there is a normal 
absentee rate or 5 to 7 peroent or when history hH abovn 
that the \tandards are so •t1gtit• that schedules are 
seldoa met. 
Three essential inputs or a scheduling systea are priority , 
backlog and standards. 
A priority rating system brings objectivity and 
profesaionalhm into the planning and scheduling or aainteranoe 
work. The priority system is primarily for the purpose of 
assuring that the most needed work orders are scheduled first. 
Priority systems differs fraa plant to plant. They usually 
include from four to t.en levels of priority. Four basic priority 
levels are emergency work, normal maintenance, preventive 
maintenance and other kinds of plant maintenance. When assigning 
further leveled priorities to the work orders , the following 
productivity factors should be taken into account: 
- Number of available alternative machines. 
- Nonaal in-process inventory. 
- Average length of repair. 
- Number of operators idled, a direct result of breakdown. 
8Mann Jr. , r... Kiint·•• 11/dligeaent., Toronto: Lexington Books, 
197 8, pp32. 
llO 
- Average projected aachine loed 
To have an errecuve aaintenance unag•ent syirtea, a backlog 
or work orders should exist. Thia backlog prov ides the scheduler 
with alternative assigraents when scheduled work orders oannot be 
completed. However the backlog should be kept at scae reasonable 
level. It it grows continuously, it may be a result or a 
widermanned system. It the reverse happens , it aay indioa te 
redundancy in the work roroe. 
Standards in scheduling are vital. A maintenance standard 
should include approximate maber of manbours required to perform 
the task, categorized by orattaen, B110unt or spare parts , and 
type and operating time of equiJDent needed for maintenance. 
There are several methods that may be used to schedule 
maintenance work , like GANTT chart method and PERT. If 
availability of resources (as manpower, equiJDent) is emphasized , 
a heuristic which schedules with resource constraints would be an 
apiropriate choice. 1be heuristic used as a basis for this model 
is "Allooa tion of Hul tiple Resources". 9 
The objective of this model is to minimize the make span or 
max1mum now time of the jobs in the system, which is a 
9 Bedworth, D. D. 
Systems, Toronto: 
and James E. B. Integrated Production Control 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc, 1982, p.259. 
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aJ.gnitioant criteria ror aaJ.ntenance work achedw.ins. 
Thia aodel receivea aoat or ita inputa rroc the Taak 
Standarda Roater atter aeveral manipul.aUona. (aee (J.sure 21) 
To uniquely define each taak ot each work order, work order 
nmber , craft oode and task code are oombined into a code. 1b1a 
oode is naed job n1111ber in this model. 
The oombination is dona aooording to the following formula: 
J<llCD : 10000 ... (60+1 oo•CRFl'CD+TSICD 
A matrix or values under ool\Dns job no. , J:redeoessor task 
no, sucoeasor task no, duration ot the job, weight (which is 
derived by normalizing the priorities) of the job, and the 
required resources for the job are listed. This is the main input 
for the model. (see figure 21-k) The output of the model oontains 
all the information above , and the oaapletion time or the task 
with respect to the zero starting time. 
'lbe model initially calculates Activity CA>ntrol Time (ACTIM) 
for each task emphasizing precedence relationship (see figure 21-
j) working backwards fran the terminal node of the network. 'lbe 
algorithm ranks the tasks in decreasing ACTIM sequence. Ties are 
treated in the order in which they appear. 'lbe input matrix is 
reconstructed in weighted ACTIM sequence. Scheduling is started 
with the fir.st task on the list, considering both the resource 
constraints and precedence constraints. ( ]1.p;J.e .. in figure 21) .... ~·~· . 
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WO WRTS 
WRKNO WRKCD PR/ WRKCD TSKCD 
I 5 I 5 /,2,4 
2 7 3 6 24 
(0) 7 2 
(b) 
TSK 
TSKCD CRFTCD MNEQNO TSKPROC 
I /., 3 I 5 
2 2 I 7 
. 
3 
.3 I 2 8 
4 2 2 4 
(C) 
Figure 21: Sclleciuling Hodel EY.ample 
·~·'82. -- • 
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TSKPS 
WRKCD TSKCD PTSKCD STSKCD 
5 I 0 2,4 
5 2 I 0 
5 4 I 0 
6 2 0 4 
6 4 2 0 
.7 2 0 0 
(d) 
·TSKCRF 
TSKCD CRFTCD "NUMCRF 
I I 2 
I 3 
.. . 
- 2 2 l 
•• 
-~· •••••••• 40 ... (e). 
-
•• .... 2 
4 2 3 
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TSKMNEQ 
TSKCD MNEQNO NMNEQ 
. 
I I 2 
2 I J 
3 I I 
3 2 3 
4 2 2 
{f) 





Type of CRF/ CRF2 CRF3 MNEQ MNEQ Resource 
Code of 
RI R2 R3 R4 RS Resource 
Number of 
2 4 3 3 2 Available 
Resources 
(i) 
ACT IM Computation 
JOBNO Pri Proc ACTIM 
/050/ I 5 /2 
10502 I 7 7 
,/0504 I 4 4 
20702 3 7 2.3 
·:-.. ':~·-· . ,:,>---·-···-· --·· 
.-.------···--·· 
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RESOURCES ACT!M RANKED 
( left to righf.) TIME JOBNO DUR .START FINISH RI R2 R3 R4 RS ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES 
0 
-
- - - 2 4 3 3 2 /050/ 20702 
0 /0501 5 0 5 0 4 0 I 2 20702 
5 10501 
- - - .2 4 3 3 2 10502 10504 20702 
s /0502 . ·7 5 12 ·2 3 3 0 2 /0504 20702 
5 )0504 5 5 9 2 0 3 0 0 20702 
9 1oso·4 
- - - 2 3 3 0 2 20702 
J ·2 -
·10502 
- - - i 4 3 3 2 20702 
' 









JOBNO PROC succ 0 ROC PR/ RI R2 R3 R4 R5 COMP TIME 
1050/ 0 10502 & 5 I 2 0 3 2 0 5 10504 
.. 
10502 10501 0 7 I 0 I 0 3 0 12 
/0504 /050/ 0 4 I 0 0 0 0 2 9 
20702 0 0 7 3 0 I 0 3 0 /9 
INPUT OUTPUT 
Input and Output of the Model 
(/} 
-··· 
A task aay be 1aa1gned 1r 1v&J.llble resouroes sa tistys Hs 
reaource reqw.raents and it its predeoessor 1s assigned and 
ooapleted. In every task assignment, available resources are 
reduced by the task reaource reqw.raents. At tbe cc:apletion or 
the task , the available resources are increased by the sue 
amount. 
With this model, the taska or each maintenance Job in the 
backlog 1a scheduled without taking into account the time factor. 
Thus the result needs to be modified by the user. Usml ly 
maintemnce Jobs are scheduled daily because emergency Jobs 
interferes with the schedule. The resource allocation model 
provides a sound basis for the scheduler's decisions, even though 
it does not provide a daily schedule but rather a schedule of all 
existing Jobs wi tbout time constraints. 
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2.3 COJIIJIICATIOI 31BSIS1IN 
O.SS uava auat be able to coaunioa te vi th the ayat• through 
soae language 1nterrace. Thia 1a an important aapect or nss , 
since nss should help the user in decision making by understanding 
what inputa are required by the ayst• and outputs he aay expect 
from the ay atem. 
Solle or the 0011110n dialog styles uaed in nss are 0011mand 
language dialogs, menu dialogs, question-answer dialogs. 
In this maintenance management ayst• prototype , a menu 
dialog syst• is uaed for high levels of interaction. Thia dialog 
style is popular ror nss that utilize nss terminals. Instead of 
having to type c01111ands, a menu allows the user select from a list 
of alternatives, such as roster names, model aelections. 
Menu dialogs seem to be quite effective for inexperienced or 
infrequent users. In our prototype , menus are structured 
hierarchically by grouping the functions of the system. Under the 
main menu, for example there is a choice of models menu or data 
base menu. (see figure 22) 
Al though higher level dialogs are menu based, the lower level 
input receiving system is in question-answer dialog style. 




2. Database Subsystem 
t«>DEL mesrsmH DATABASE suesrsmH 
1. Replace rosters 
2.Repl/repa/overh. 
3. Scheduling 
1. Dump fbatera 






DUMP IOS'Il&s HUE IIQOIIIES 
....... -· .... ( .,,.,.,._ ..... 











9. Maintenance F.quipaent 
10.Work Standards 
11.Work Hlterial Stds. 
12.Work-Cratt Stds 
13.Work Maintenance F.quip. 
Stds. 
14. Elemental Tasks ot Jobs 
15.Task Relations 
16. Task Standards 
17. Task-Cratt Stds. 
18. Task Maint. Equip. Stds. 
19. Forecasted Equipaent 
Costs 
HADfTERANCE COST 
...... -~--~.--.. ~-·-· ~--· 1. Used Man Hours 
2. Used Material 
3. Maintenance F.quilJllent 
Figure 22: Menu Dialog System 
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3 SDOoano ,vm a vca1 
While building this DSS syat• , 1 •a1ddle-out• dea1sn 
approach vaa uaed to develop prototype syat• designed to support. 
the aost iaport.lnt parts or the aaJ.nt.enance aanageaent probl•. 
Building a prototype aystea , vhich provides a baa1s tor 
developing a aore aophiatioa ted and complete ayst• vith the 
feedback trca the uaer, is an eaaential concept when dea1gn1ng a 
DSS. 
Tbe aaintenance aanageaent ayst• uapleaented in this t.hea1a 
bas a modular st.ructW"e ,wbic.h makes it very nexible and hence 
open for future expansions. 
In the present system, scheduled, unscheduled, and ccapleted 
work orders are all stored in the work order rosters. However for 
applications with high volumes ot maintenance activities , it 
would be better to store oompleted work orders in a separate file 
to prevent any oonfusion and to reduoe the soope of the searches 
in the database. 
The rosters , modeled in the system are sufficient for basic 
maintenance activities. For a more demanding maintenance 
management system , additional rosters have to be designed 
according to the needs ot the management. 
Additional modules to provide data exchange between several 
rosters in the data base or with an external data base( to access 
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····-......-•~" 
data already existing in other ayst•s ) oan be buU t to expand or 
to integrate the syat•. 
Another obvious area for future projects is building aore 
models , both ror the saae irobl•s and several oth.- irobl•s. 
Having a aet or models ror the SIM problem will give tbe user an 
opportunity to chooae the moat suitable solution by checking the 
resul ta fram each model. 
Other models oonoerning maintenance activities, such as 
increasing reliability and availability ot the machines, 
calculating minimllD required inspection intervals oould alao be 
added to the system. 
The present scheduling model provides an overall schedule ror 
all existing tasks in the system and leaves the arrangement of the 
daily scheduling to the user. A module which arranges the total 
schedule in daily or weekly assigments can be added • 
The existing menus irovide sufficient communication between 
the user and the system, however adding short cut procedures 
through the hierarchy for experienced users and help menus for 
beginners would result in a more user-friendly and useful system. 
Another future project can be to build modules which will 
generate reports by forma. ting the information to satisfy the 




A ~s 18 a uaerul unageaent tool. The ~ystea presented in 
thia t.heais 1a intended to show how the productivity or 
aaintenance manager , uy be enhanced by providing proper data 
storage and retreival routinea and by presenting choiaes of 
decision modeh. 
This p-ototype model oan be considered a vahable guide for 
developing requiraenta for a coaplete , integrated deciaion 
support syatem for maintenance management. This model can be 
tailored to the specitioa tions or any maintenance management 
system because it is modular and flexible • 
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I. PIOORAH DOaJIUTATION 
I.1 DATA BASE SUBS!S111t DOaJHEITATION 
Maint is the main operation which gives the data base menu. 
Dap dt11ps all the ex.hting rosters 
ldtile dwaps the names or the existing rosters so that the 
roster which which is going to be updated is chosen. 
Updt operation gives a choice for the three update operations 
and mani- pulates these operations. 
Inart inserts given record to the given screen. 
Dlt deletes a record according to the given key(s). 
Clmg changes given entries of a record according to the given 
key. 
Inquiry receives commands to call one of the three inquiry 
modules. 
Fail is one of the inquiry module, which extacts data frCXD 
work order file and gives information about failures. 
Cost is one of the inquiry modules which receives keys frCXD 
the screen. 
Calo1 calculates cost of actual manhours for each work order. 
Calo2 calculates oost of material used for each work order. 
Calc3 calculates cost of maintenance equipment used for each 
~~c~ __ w,ork. .. ..... 
.. -····· 
Pert calculates and reports worker performance information 
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ror each work order and ratio or actual work.in& hours to ostiaated 
hours. 
I. 2 RBFLACBtEIT N>Jm. DOaJtaTATIOI 
In1tY initializes the variables used in the model. 
S111a calculates the oost or the chosen policy. 
Calaa decides optimal replacment policy or the saae 
equiiment for different ages. 
Recurs controls the recursive equation or the replacement 
model. 
Result provides replacement policy for the equipaent whose 
age is specified by the user. 
C4ats receives cost data fran user and builds up the oost 
matrix. 
Replaoe recieves input from the user arid calls the lower 
level modules. 
I. 3 O\'BRHADL/ REPLACE/ REPAD K>DBL ooauaTATIOI 
Topinit initializes variables used in the model. 
Proba receives Jl"Obability data from the user and forms 
probability matrix. 
Costr receives cost data from the data base and forms the 
cost matrix. 
Costa receives cost data fran user and forms the cost matrix. 
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Fwlo calculates the expected cost or a pol icy at tho decision 
periods. 
Mint decides on the optimal policy ror equipment at good and 
failed conditions. 
Rora controls the recursive eqmtion or the model. 
Solu gives the solution of the probl•. 
Ord oontroh lower level modules of the model. 
I.• SalBOOLDO 11>1& DOaJIUTATIOI 
Hwa ccabines work no, work code and task code into a single 
oode. 
Dret retrieves input data of the scheduling model frca the 
data base. 
Rabp Shapes the leaves of the array in the given format. 
Caatill calculates ACTIH of the task. 
Iaaatia manipulates the ACTIM calculation of each task. 
Sortaot sorts the tasks in a decreasing ACTIM sequence. 
Inaoh initializes some variables of scheduling model. 
Arrjip calculates the present time inorder to arrange 
activities. 
RJIY removes the task either from the input file or from the 
scheduled jobs file. 
Asssn moves the task either to scheduled tasks file or to 
completed tasks file. 
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Cbkaaa checks the availability or the reaources ror the t.ask 
to be assigned. 
Cbtak checka the precedence relationships or the tasks. 
Scbed controls the scheduling action. 
Models presents the menu of the models. 
~ ., .... 
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, ........... . 
II. DITA DICTIOIAI? 
aoteqhr: actual hours the equipnent used for the work order 
actothr: actual overtille the crafblen worked on the work 
order 
aotsthr: actual hours the craft.man worked on the work order 
appby: 1be name of the person who approved the work order 
request 
oompno: component number 
campdes: description of the equipnent 
oompq ty :component quantity in the equipnent 
campval: dollar value of the component 
compvend: vendor 
crfcd:Codes of the craftsman needed for this job. 
crftnam: craftmen' s name 
crftno: nmber of the worker used on the job. '!here can be 
more than one 
datiss: Date work order issued 
datnd: Requested date for the work to be done 
datrel: date the work is done 
dptdc: Department code (Originater of the work order) 
emanhr: estimated man hours needed to perform the work 
eqdes: equipnent description 




estequsd: estimated equipaent hours needed to perform the 
utqty: estimated material quantity used for the Job 
est.rel: estimated release tie of the eq uisaent 
frmnno: n111ber of the supervisor of the craftsaen 
gwrkdes: work description 
inlev: inventory level of the material 
intopdat: the date , equi11D9nt first operated 
Jobdes: description of craftsnen' s Job 
matcst:unit cost of the material 
matdes: material description 
ma tloc :looa tion of the material in the warehouse 
matno: maintenance material stock n1111ber 
matsupp:supplier of the material 
mneqdes: description of the equipnent 
mneqno: n\lDber of the eq uipnent used for maintenance 
mneqopcst: operating cost per hour 
mneqsta: status of the equipnent (busy or idle) 
mneq :Number of maintenance equipnent needed for that task. 
numcrf: Number of craft available of that craft code. 
opcst: Operating cost of the equipuent. 
o phr :opera ting hours per day 
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oplf: operating life or the equipaent 
ordamnt: ordered amount 
ordda t: date the ordered amount will be received 
pri: The priority given to the work 
prodsta: production statw, (inhouse or vendor) 
ptskcd: code or P""eoedor task. 
reiacst:repair cost or the equipaent. 
sgval: salvage value or the equipaent 
stat: status or the worker (company or contract personnel) 
stskcd: code or successor task. 
tskcd: Predetermined code for the specific Jobs (elementary 
works) 
tskdes: Description of the task. 
tskproc: Processing time of the task. 
wage: wage per hour 
wrkcd: work code 
wrkdes: Description of the work 
wrkno: Work order number 
wrksthr:standard hours craftsman works daily 
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III. smam OODI OF THI SY311N 
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... , .. _ 
ru.c: auro 11.a A I GPU? 
III. SOUICE CODE o, THI SYSTCn 
Q1 1l41: CftS loloaao 1 foraion J.OJ Fob 2S, 198, 
cloar vortap•co 
loaddota •roa.adf 
ID! G 1 I - ao ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I TUIS SCJIPf PILI coaraias DOSTER OPERlflOIS 
s co• s r a• rs-~-~------------~~-------------
HEADSIZ! IS 6 
1 o, ! a a r Io• s -~--------------~---------------
HEAD IS OP R(HEIDSIZE TAKE B); 
BODI IS OP B(UBIDSIZE DIOP DJ; 
LABELS IS OP B( 0 PICK B); 
PREDICATES IS OP I( 1 PICK R); 
BISEPLIGS IS OP 1(2 PICK I); 
COftPlBATOBS IS OP I (l PICK B); 
STAMDIDGS IS op· 8 ( Q PICK B) ; 
SOB'l'PLAGS IS OP 1(5 PICK B); 
BAS! IS OP B(BASEFLIGS B EICUBIGH'l' SUBLIST I); 
DECK IS OP 8 (1101' DlSEFLlGS B EACIIBIGH'l' SIJBLIS'l' R) ; 
SPAN IS OP B(TALLI PIBST R); 
SIZE IS O.P B (TALLY R IIINIJS IIEADSIZE); 
BOS'1'EBP0Bft0 IS OP R(AND 
(i • LISf EACII .t.lS'l' R) 
(• EICH rAttr R)): 
ROS'l'EBBEAD IS OP R(AHD 
(TYPB,,LABELS. R ALLIN 1111 ) (DIVERSE LABELS R ) 
(PREDICATES R EACIILEFT APPLY ? ALLIN O L) (BASEPLAGS B ALLIU O L) 
(COHPARATORS B EACULEF'l' APPLY ? ? ALLIN O L) (STANDINGS B LIKE TELL SPAN B) (SODTPLAGS R ALLIN ·o L)); 
BOSTEBBODY IS OP R( 
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FILE: AUTO If LG A 1 lillUi 
·•• 
ftAllfSORT lS or K LO( U GETS (UDCLS 9 UCIILEYT U LD) 5 PUCE &; DI GETS (LADEL:i kX CACIILCM Fllfl> LIST LO) 4 PLACE IIX; IIEO&DEII ll!GUD! RX) 
SELECT JS or BOLD 81( DV GETS DOD! PULL ROLD EACIILEPT IN DODY R1; U!AD PJJST iOLD LllfK. DV SUBLIST BOD? FI5ST iOL91 DETlCU JS OP BOLD B1( 5ZBAS£DODY GETS SPAM 91 !ACll&JGDT DSOPRJGUT DODY PULL ROLD; IIZDECKDODY GF.T:i SPAM B1 EACIIUGDT TAURIGUT BODY roLL llOLB; DVO GETS RZDECKIIODY ElCIIRIGJIT ElCIILEET • DODY R 1; OV1 GETS liOVS. BZD&SEDODY OUTED • JlZBlSEBODY; DY2 GETS AND ElCII OR. DYO E~CIILEFT SUBLIST BY1; LINK (HEAD FIRST ROLD) (RV2 SUDLIST BODY FIRST &OLO)) 
CArTIOH IS OP nee D GETS EACH SPAlf BC; T GETS GIIID D; It GETS REVERSE (T PLUS 1) EACIILEFT DFOPRIGIIT T; J GETS ft EACHLEPT CHOOSE D; SPANS GETS EACH SUit J: ST GETS LIHK. SPANS tACIIDOTU PLUS EACH STANDINGS RC; ST 4 PLACE llELADEL EACII LINK FLIP EACH HEAD BC) CliOSS IS OP iC (CAPTION RC LINK EACH LINK CART EACH BODY nc) ltlTCHEB IS OP ROLDO B1Ln1( BO 1!1 GETS EACH PIJIST liULDO B 1LB1; BV GETS BODY PULL BOJ.BO :::ACIILEPT EACIIRIGUT = BODY PULL B 1LB1; GS GETS DY EACIILEFT SUD1.I5T BODY ll 1: BXBODY GETS LIHK. DODY fiO EACIIBOTH EACIIBIGHT LINK GS; CAPTION BO B1 LINK RXDODY) 
PATCH IS OP B0LD0 B1LB1( RO R1 GETS EACH PIRST ROL!JO tl1LB1; I GETS BODY PULL ROLDO EACIILEfT FIND DODY PULL R1LB1; XDODY GETS I CHOOSE (DODY B1 APPEND (SPAN B1 BESll~PE ?)) ; CAPTION no Bt LIHK. DODY RO EACUBOTII LINK IBODY) BAKE IS OP B LB ZO( ZI GETS LIST LB EACIILEPT FIND LADELS B: ZB GETS ?LIP. ZI EACHBIGHT CHOOSE BOUY B; ZB GETS LIST ZO EACHBOTII EACUBIGUT APPLY ZB; HEAD BLINK lLIP. ZB ZI PLACEALL FLIP BODY B) ATTACH IS OP R ZIIEAD E( LABELS B EACUBOTH ASSIGN FLIP BODY B; REGRADE BELA DEL. B EACIIBOTU APPEND LINK ZIIEAD (EXECUTE E)) REVISE IS OP B LOE( LABELS R EACJIBOTH ASSIGN FLIP BODY R; READ n LINK FLIP 
... .. :,.. .,_ ..... 
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---
_.._ __ . ui, •.• _.,.--·· •. .,..........-
A,'. ... , • 
l'lL!?: &UTO NLG At GRA!IT 
IOTADODY GETS 1LIP DODY&: DV G!TS TIPB ROTABODI EACHLEn UCIILEFt Oa 77 BOTAOODt GUS DV UCIIIJOTII sunLIST ROTAUODt: DV Gl:TS l'R!DICATES 8 UCHBOTU l?.\CllnIGIIT APPLt BOTAUODY: AND !ACU l!ID DV) 
R0STEIP0Rft1 IS OP R( AND (B0STEIIFOJ1ft0 JI) (BOSTERIIEAD R) (ROSTEIDODt BJ ) 
80STEIFORK2 IS OP i( AND (ROSTEBFOBll 1 II) (DIVERSE (BlSEPLAGS I EACIIRIGUT SUBLIST BODY B))) 
RELABEL IS OP R ( LB GETS LABELS B; 
IP DIVERSE LB 
THEN R 
t:LS! 1 G&TS LD BACIIL!U l'IHD LD; 
, T GETS l BlCUBOTlf 0 = GRID LB: O GETS 'l' !ACHLEF1' nESIIAPE I x•; QI GETS 'X' ( ( t = 1 ) 1'IIIDALL Tt PUCEALL Q: LB GETS EACH PHRASE. EACU SKETCH LB EACIIDOXII LINK QI: RELABEL (LB O PLAC! Bt ElfDI.P) 
BEGRIDB IS OP Rf(GRIDEUP GRADEUP STANDINGS B) Q PLACE i) GRADEi IS OP CM l(EACH LAST (LIHK Cit "<~ SOBT (LIST 1 EACHBOTH LINK TELL TALLY ll))) BEOBDEB IS OP B ( ST GETS $0BTFLAGS B SUBLIST STANDINGS R; I GETS sonTPLAGS SUBLIST TELL SPAN n: R1 GETS GRADEIJP ST CHOOSE I EACHRIGIIT CHOOSE R; HEAD BLINK (COaPARAT0BS·R1 GRADEi BODY R1 CHOOSE BODY ll)); liEPORT IS OP B (KIX. LABELS B HITCH BODY R) 
POLL IS OP B LD(REGRADE RELABEL (LIST LB EACHLEl'T FIND LABELS B EACURIGIIT CHOOSE B)) 
BBSTftICT lS OP B DE( LABELS D EACHBOTH ASSIGN PLIP BODY B; UEAD R LINK. EXECUTE BE SUBLIST BODY B) 
GROUP IS OP R LB ( 
,. B1 GETS (LABELS R EACHL'EFT IN LB) 2 l'LACE R; BXHEAD GETS HEAD BASE R 1 EACIIBOTII LINK HEAD DECK Ii 1: BASEZONES GETS CULL DODY BASE R1; BV GETS nows. BASEZONES OUTER= llODY BASE R1; DECKZONES GETS EACH FLIP. BV EACHLEFT SUBLIST BODY DECK B1; RXBODY GETS DASEZONES EICttBOTH LINK DECKZONES: POLL C LINK UHEAD RXDODY) (LIBELS S'l)) 
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.... ,,~•·•-~ ......... ~---··'. 
PIL11 AU1'0 WLO 11 GIAIT 
( (!XECIJTE EJ (LO FIND LAD ELS BJ PLACE FLIP DODI I)) 
JHS!&T IS OP GOLD 81( ao LB GETS ROLD: BOT& GETS SPAN 50 &E!illAPP. (!ilZE R1 Dtsll&P! 7 ) ; ZI GETS LIST LD E!CIILEFT PINO LADtLS RO; ao LINK FLIP. (FLIP DODY fi1) ZI PLACElLL IOTA) 
DELETE JS or ROLD 81( DV GETS UOT. DODY PULL ROLD EACIILEPT JN DOD? 11; DEAD PJDST ROLD LINK. BY SOOLIST DODI rIRST BOL~ 
!DPT JS "8110 "0210 "1210; EVCO IS "R100 "R200 "0100 "0200; EAPI IS "JOllUSOff "Tift "ELVIS ESOP IS "DOLTS "NUTS ESTA IS "COft "CON: !VEND IS "18ft "DEC EEST IS "D 11 I : 
... 
IPREDICATES ______ ~~~-----~--~--~~~~~~--~.;....;...;...;.;..~ PIINO IS OP O (AIID (TYPE U=O) (11>= 1000) (0(=5000)) ; PDPCO IS OP O (U IN EDPT): PEQNO IS OP O (AND (TrPE U= OJ (U>=1 OOJ ( U<=SOO)) ; PVCO IS OP O(U IU EVCOJ; PD.ES IS OP U(TYPE U= TYPE "); POAT IS OP U(AIID(l'YPE U=OJ (11>=10100) (U<=123199)); PPBI IS OP 11(AND(TrPE U =OJ (U>=l) (U<=10)); PAPR IS OP U (U IN EAPS); PCRNO IS OP U (AND (l'YPE U=OJ (U>=1000) (0<=2000J); PCRCO JS OP U(AND(TYPE U=O) (11>=100J (U<=JOO)); P!IEQN IS OP U (AND(l'YPE D=O) (11>=10) (U<=99) J; PIUTN IS OP U (AND (l'YPE U=O) (D>=.1000) (0(=2000)); PNO IS OP U(TYPE U =0); PN& IS OP U(TYPE U = TiPE "J; PSUP IS OP O (U Ill ESl1P) ; PVAG IS OP 11 (AUD (l'YPE U=OJ (U>=J.) (U(=15.)); PSTA IS OP U(U IN ESTA); PVEND IS OP U(O IN EVEND); PEST IS OP U(U IN EEST); 
CNUH IS OP UO Ul (UO <= 01); 
~BOSTERS~--------
VO:= ~~~~-----~--------------
("iRKNO 11 DPTCD 11.EQNO 11 WRKCD 11 iRKDES 11 l'BHNO 11 DATSCH 11 DATREL 11 CRPTCD 11 CRPTNO 11 11NEQNO 1111ATNO J 
11 DATISS 11 DATND "PRI 11Al>PB? 
.. , 
( 11 PllNO . 11 l'Ol'CO 11 P?QHO 11 PIICO "PDES 11PDAT "PDAT 11 PPBI· "PAP:& 
.. -_··· .. ·;:-: ... """"' ... 
11 PCRNO 11 PDAT "PDIT 
. ... _.. ...... ,:. ,,, ... ···•~•,pa~ma~- •t tRtiP "P1'lEQN" ·-••tilii'iii-T '"'"' 



































( 11 11ATNO 
("PATN ( L 
("CHUI! 
( 0 ( L 
CRF:= 
{ 11 CRPTNO 


































0 0 0 
0 
0 0 ) 
"CllUII "CNttn "CffUII 
"CIIU11 
"Cll:JII "CIIUII 
2 J .. 
11 
111 I~ 
0 0 0 
0 














0 ) ; 














11 0ll!>Al1NT 11 0RDAT 
"PIIO "I'DAT 
"ftATDES 11 11ATLOC 11 INLEV 
11 PKO 11 PNO "PNO 











































11 CNUH 11CHUII 
1 2 












11 PR0DSTA 11 HATSUPP 

























' ' EQ:= 







FIL!: &U?O NLG A1 GRAH 
("PEQIO "Hl "1Dl'CO "PDAT "PIO "l'lfO •,io lll'lfO •PVHD ( L 0 0 0 0 0 0 o· 0 ("CfiUIS •c11un "CNUII "CNUft "CNUII 11 CIIDII 11CIIUII "CUDII "CRUii 
' 0 
1 2 l 4 5 6 7 8 C L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
EQCO:• 
("EQIIO "COit PHO "COlll'DES "COIIPQTI' "COIIPVAL 11C0IIPVE1JD ) ("PEQIIO "l'NO II l'IIA "PlfA "HO 11 PVE11D > ( L L 0 0 0 0 , ( 11 CNOII 11 CNDft "CNUft "CNUft "CHUft . "CNUft ) C o 1 2 l ,, 5 ) ( L L 0 0 0 0 ) : 
IS EQ: a 
("HEQNO 1111UEQDES 11ftHEQSl'A 11 ES7'REL 111SIIEQOPCS1' I ( 11 l'EQHO "PHI "PESTO "PHO "PHO ) ' ( L 0 0 0 0 I ("CN!Jlf "CflDIS "CHUft "CHUft "CUDII I 
' 0 1 2 J 
" 
, ( L 0 0 0 0 ) ; 
VS:• 
("llBKCD 11GIIBKDES 11CliP7CD 111tATllO "ltllEQRO ) C"PIICO "PNA 11 l'CDCO 11 PllATlf 11PftEQN , ( L 0 0 D 0 , ("CNUIS "CIJUff "CNDIS 11CNUff 11CUDff , 
' 0 
1 2 l 
" 
) ( L 0 0 0 0 ) ; 
lll!S:• 
("llBKCD 11UTNO' 11ESTQ'1'! , ("PWCO 11 Pllll'N 11 Pff0 , ( L L 0 , ("CNUlt 11CNOll "CNUII ) C o 1 J ) ( L L 0 ) : 
VCS:• 
( 11 1lBKCD 11 CBFTNO 11El!AHHB , 
( 11 PHCO "PCBCO "PHO > ( L L 0 ) 
( 11 CHIJII 11C~IJ If 11CH!Jft ) ( 0 ., 2 ) <. x.· L 0 ) : . 
VIIES::a 
( 11 WRKCD "ltNEQNO 11ESTEQUSD , 
( 11PllCO 11PMEQH 11PHO ) ( L L 0 ) 









FILE: AUTO ULG Al GRANT 
("VIKCD "TSKCD , 
("PIICO "PIIO ) 
( L 0 , 
("CNOII "CNOII , ( 0 1 ) ( L 0 , : 
TSK:• 
("TSKCD "TSKDES "CRFTCD "IIIIEUNO 11 TSKPROC ) 
("PIIO 11PDES 11 PCBCO 11 Pl!t:ON "PNO ) 
( L 0 0 0 0 ) 
("CNUII "CIIOII "CIIUII 11CNUII 11 CIIUII ) ( 0 1 2 3 4 ) ( L 0 0 0 0 ) : 
TSKPS:• 
( 11 11BKCD 11 TSKCD 11 PTSKCD "STSKCD ) 
( 11 PNO 11 PHO 11 PHO "PHO ) 
C L J. 0 0 ) 
( 11 CHUII 11C!IOII 11CNOII "CNOII ) ( 0 1 2 3 ) 
( L L 0 0 ) : 
TSKCRP:• 
("TSKCD 11CRPTCD 11 NUl'ICBP 
( 11 PNO 11 PCBCO "PUO 
( L L 0 
("CNUII 11CHUll 11 CNUII ( 0 1 2 
( L L 0 ) ; 
TSKllNEQ:= 
("TSKCD 1111NEQNO "NISNEQ ) 
("PHO 11P11EQNO "PNO ) 
( L L 0 ) 
("CNUI! "CNUH 11 CNUl'I ) 
( 0 1 2 ) 
( L L 0 ) : 
PEQC: = 
("EQNO 110PC0ST 11 REPLCST 11 REPACST 110VCST ) 
("PEQNO 11PNO 11 PNO 11 PNO 11 PNO ) 
( L 0 0 0 0 ) 
("CNUl1 11 CNUH 11 CNUH 11 CNUH 11 CNUH , 
( 0 1 2 3 4 , 
( L 0 0 0 0 ) : 
ARB:=('VBKNO: ' 1 DP1'CD: ' 'EQNO: ' 'VRKCD: ' 1 1/RKDES: 1 'DATISS: 1 1 DATND: ' 'PRI: 1 1 1PPBY: 1 1 PRHNO: 1 1 DATSCH: 1 1 DAT8EL: 1 CRFTCD: 1 1 CRPTNO: ' 1 11NEQNO: 1 1 IIATNO: ') ( 1 11.llK!lO: 1 1CRPTNO: 1 1 ACTSTHR: 1 1 ACTOTHB: 1 ) ( 1 WRKNO: 1 'IIATNO: 1 1 ACTCS: 1 ) ( 1 VRKNO: 1 1 11NEQNO: 1 ACTEQHR: 1 ) ( 1 MATNO: 1 1 11ATDES: 1 1 11ATLOC: 1 1 INLEV: 1 'ORDllltlT: 1 '~OAT: •• ... ~" .... !.«ATcsx: , 'PRoos'!'ll: , 11uwffee.:. ..',J.-.c,,•,.r;,j,,j~~ m t iiA~T' ..: 'CRF:I'CD: ' •or'1ir.n: ' 1 JOBD"S• . 1 .. 1 .. WRKSTH!I: ' 1 1/AGE: 1 1 ST~T: .. ·-.. -~- ..... , ... ~ .. .. ":IJ'•;._,;,;;, ,.., • . •jd'-'"" .•• ·~····-·· • ...... .. ... ~••· 
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PILI: AU2'0 ULC A 1 GilA:lT 
'PIUO: ') (' !?OHO: ' '£ODES: ' 'Dl'TCD: ' '1 IITOPDAT: ' 1 .SCVA t: 1
0PLP: 
1 10PIIR: ' 1COl!l':IO: ' '!!{ln!:ID: 'J ('f.0110: 1 'CO:!P!IO: 1 
•conrocs: • •conrorr: • •conrvu: • ''-'Ollrvtno: '> t• 1t11r.o:10: 1
Sf1E0DES: ' 1 1!f1EQSTA: ' 1 £!ifflr.L: ' 1 /SIIEQOl'C!iT: 'J ('WllY.CD: 
'CWRKDES: ' 'CRfTCD: ' 'ISATliO: ' •11111:ono: 'J ('Wnr:co: ' 1 ffATIIO: 
'ESTQTr: 'J ('IIRliCD: ' 'CllJ'TtlO: ' 'EffANIIR: 'J ('WllKCD: 1 1 1SIIEQflO: 
I ESTEOUSD: • J ( 1 1/BY.CD: • 1 TSKCD: • J ,. VRP:CD: • • rsr:co: I 
•rr:;r.co: ' 'STSliCO: 'J ('T!iY.CD: ' 'TSKOE5: 1 'CRl'TCD: 
•n11eo110: • •rs,:rnoc: •J 
('TSKCD: ' 1 CRPTCD: 1 1 NU/!Cftf: ' J ('TSKCO: ' 'llllEQIIO: 
'UIINEQ: ') ('EOIIO: 1 1 0PCO!iT: 1 1 1l£PLCST: • 1 1l£PACST: 1 0VCST: 1 ); 
Ali 1 : = 16 4 J J 9 9 9 6 5 5 3 3 J 2 4 5 J J 5; 
UJ :=(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O O J (0 0 0 0) (0 0 0) (0 0 OJ 
(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OJ (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OJ (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0) (0 0 0 0 0 0) 
(0 0 0 0 OJ (0 0 0 0 0) (0 0 OJ (0 0 OJ (0 0 OJ (0 OJ (0 0 0 0) 
(0 0 0 0 OJ (0 0 OJ (0 0 OJ (0 0 0 0 OJ ; 
KErs:=O; AR:=O; POS:=O: DLAD£L:=0; DAT:=O: 
IOPER ATIOIIS _________________ , ___ _ 
DUIIP IS OP D ( 
CLEAllSCREEN; 
REPEAT WRITE • •; 
WRITE •••ounp R0ST£RS ISEUU•••: 
WRITE 1 1.WORK OllDEB 1 ; 
WRITE 1 2.IIOBK OBDEll-CliAPT ASSIGNIIENT'; 
WRITE 1 3.WORK ORDER-ISAT. ASSIGNIIENT•; 
WRITE ·1 4.WORK ORDEB- EQUIP. ASSIGNIIENT•; 
WRITE 1 5.HAINTENANCE NATERIAL 1 ; 
IIBITE 1 6.CRAFTSHEN 1 ; 
WRITE 1 7.EQUIPl!ENT 1 ; 
IIRITE • a. EQUil'l!ENT- COIIPOIIE1:r 1 ; 
WRITE 1 9.NAINTENAIICE EQUIPHENT 1 ; 
VBITE 1 10.WORK STA11DARDS 1 ; 
WRITE 1 11.WORK NATERIAL STAUDARDS'; 
8BITE '12.WORK-CllAFT STANDARDS'; 
WRITE '13.QORK-IIAINT EQUIP. STANDARDS'; 
WRITE '14.ELENENTAL TASKS OP JOBS'; 
WRITE 1 15.TASK RELATIONS Ill WORK CODES 1 ; 
WBITE 1 16.TASK STANDARDS'; 
QRITE 1 17.TASK-CRAFT STANDARDS'; 
W&ITE 1 18.TASK-NAINT EQ STANDARDS', 
WRITE '19.FORCASTED EQUIPNEIIT COSTS':. 
WllITE 'O. STOP•; 
REPEAT CH:= READ 'TRANSACTION: I • 
• 
·------------------
UNTIL CH IN TELL 20 BNDBEPEAT; 
IP CH=l THEN WRITE REPORT (PULL WO ("WRKNO "DPTCD "EQUO "WRKCO 
"WRKDES "DATISS "DATND "PRI)); 
.. ilU:TE REPOR'r IP\H,'L ~o l"llPPD't "PO.lt.1/1:.0 11oi-rsca "DATaEL "CJJ.:>'J'CD 
"C.»PTNO "HNEQNO "ttATNO ) : 
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PILI: AUTO NLG Al GDAlff 
l?NDIF: 
CLEARSCPE£N: 
JP CU•2 T"EN URITE Rl?i'Oll': 1'0C:,\ l:!fDJF: 
II' Cll•l Tll!!N UIIITI! li!lPOr.T VOIU :tNDJP: 
IF CU•4 TUCH lll'ITE REl'Of,': liOIIC t:lfDJI': 
IP Cll•S TIIU unnE lit:l'OllT n!tA':' l!NDII'; IP CUa6 Tlll:N UIIJTI! P ,:roll': cr.r 1:NDlP; 
If CJla7 T"Ctl Vii!TI: lil!i'OliT 1:0 i!!l!>JP; 11' CU•O TIICN VIIIT>: ii 1:l'Olt'!' ,:oco r.:1 :>Jr; 
l P Cll=9 Tlll:N IIUTE lil!l'OliT :1!:IJ t::JDII'; IP Cll• 10 TIIEN w11nr. 11r.ro11r W!i £:/DIP; 
II' CH" 11 THEN llfiITI:: 1n.:;,onT wns i;:,oir: 11' C!f:s 12 TIIEN U RIT P. 111:l'OllT ilC!i El/DIP; 11' Cllzz tJ Tlll!N IIRITf. ilP.POliT 11:,p,:; 1::NDJI'; IP CU= 11, TUl:ff WIIITI: lcP.t10IIT .rw::; E!HHF; 
IP CU= 15 TUEN II Iii Tl: I• l!l'OIIT TSK['S IWDIP; IF CU= 16 TIIEN IIHITC IIE!'OIIT TSP: E!IDIF; 
IP Cll= 17 TUEii IIIUT!! li!:PORT TSKClil' END1'; IP CH• 18 TUEN IIIIITE Rl!POIIT TSKn!IEQ ENDIF; IF Cll=19 THEN IIDITE liEPOIIT l'EQC ENDU'; UNTIL Cll=O ENDREPEAT;); 
FAIL IS OP A ( 
SP::a POLL 110 ("f!QIIO 11 DATISS 11 DATSCH "DATBEL); SPP:= GROUP sr "EQII~; 
WBlTE REPORT 51'1';); 
CALC1 IS OP A ( 
D:=WOCA ("llliKIIO 11 CRFTIIO) SELECT AR; FF:=PULL D ("CRFTNO); CR PSS:= EACH SOLITARY ( 1 E.\CIIRIGHT PICK BODY (GROUP PP ("CBHKOJ J): CllPSS:= HEAD FF LINK CRPSS; AP1::a CRF ( 11CRFTNO) SELECT CRFSS; 1F2::PULL AF1 ("CBPrNo "WAGE); AFJ: = AF2 ( 11 CBPTIIO) :'IATCIIER D ( 11CRFTNO) ; AFll:=PULL AFJ (11 11llKIIO "CllPTNO 11 ACTST11B 11 111\GE): AFII:= ATTACH AF4 ("TOTCO!i "['NO O 11 CIIUM II 0) 1 1i1AGE t ACTS1'HB'; IIRITE llEPOBT AP4;); 
CALC2 IS OP A ( D:= WOIIA ("IIRKNO 11 111\TNO) SELECT Afi; FF:= PULL D ("HATIIO); ftATSEL:= EACH SOLITARY (1 EACIIRIGIIT PICK DODY (GROUP FF ( 11 HATNO))); HATSEL:= BEAD FP LINK IIATSEL; AFl:= ~IIAT ("HATNO) SELECT ftATSEL; AP2:=PULL AP 1 (11 111\TNO 11 HATCST); AF3:= AF2 ( 11 31\TNO) HATCHER D ("IIATNO); LF4:= PULL APJ ( 11 WRKNO "IIATNO 11 ACTCS 11 ftATCST): AF4:= ATTACH AF4 (11 TOTC0S 11 PNO O 11CNUH 4 0) 1 f!ATCST • ACTCS 1 ; WRITE BEPOliT AF4;); 
CALC3 IS OP A ( 
D:=WOIIE ("IIRKNO 11 11NEQNO) SELECT AR; FF:= ~ULL D ("IINEQNO); 
...... .., J~S'B1.: =EACH SDLIT,tRY ( 1 EJICIIRIGIIT PICK {GROUP f.l:' f 11.f!NEQHO})) ; 
·\o.•,u• ·• .• ••• 
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PILE: AUTO HLG A 1 GDAUT 
£0SF.L :• IICAD PF LUK t:OSCL: API:• nr.o ("ftHEONOI SELECT ~OSCL: 
AP2:• PULL Art l"~IICQNO "ftN&QOrC~TI: 
APJ:• AP2 ("ftll£QNOI ftATCttER D ("nNtQUO): 
AfQ:• PULL Al'l ("lllilOfO 11 n!ltl\)ll0 "ACTlOilR "ftllllQOl'CST): 
APQ:al\TTACII AfQ ("TOTCO!i "r:10 O "CIIUn q U) 1 IUlllQOl'CST • ACfEOUl 1 ; 
VSJTt: REl'05T Af4;); 
COST IS or T' 
WRITr. ••cosr nE~u••: 
WRITE.,. usr.n ftAff IIOURS': 
WRITE 1 2.USED ftATERIIIL': 
VSITE 1 3.ftAINTEIIANCE courrnr.NT'; 
REPEAT 
CIIS: = READ 1 TRAll5ACT:Oll: 1 ; 
UUTIL ens IN TELL 4 £NDREPEAT: 
IF CUS=1 TUEii SECK~Y GETS "CIIVTNO; ENDIP; 
IF CHS=2 THEN SECKEY GETS 11 ftATNO; END1F; 
IP CffSsJ THEN SECKEY GETS "ftNEQNO; EUDIP; 
AR:=PDLL (IIEAD VO) (11 VDKNO SECKEY); 
REPEAT 
WRITE "KEIS "ARE "WRKNO SECKEY; 
VAL:= READ 'ENTER KEYS: 1 ; QS:= DEAD •HAVE ftORE ENTRIES(O on 1): •: 
AB:=AB APPEND VAL 
UNTIL QS=O ENDREPEAT; 
IP CUS=l THEN CALC1 0 ENDIF; 
IF CHS=2 THEN CALC2 0 ENDIP: 
IP CHS=J THEN CALCJ O ENDIP; 
) : 
P.EBP IS OP A ( 
vos:=GBOUP VOCA ("VBKNO): 
VOS:= RAKE WOS ( 11 ACTSTIIR) (11SUft) : 
SVOS :=POLL VCS ("WBKCD 11 EftANHII); 
SWOR:= PULL VO ("VRKNO "VRKCD); 
SWV:= SVOS ("WRKCD) nA'ICIIEB SWOR ( 11 WJIKCD) ; 
SVV:= PULL SVV ("VDKNO 11 WRKCD "EHANHR); 
Sill:= VOS ("VRKNO) HATCHER SWV ("WRKUO); 
SVi:= PULL SIIV ("VRKNO 11 WRKCD "EHANHR 11 ACTSTHR); 
SS:= 1 1 + ((EHANIIR-ACTSTIIB)/ACTSTHn) •; 
SVV:=ATTACH SWW ("PERF 11 PNO O 11 CNUM 4 0) SS: 
WRITE REPORT SWII;); 
~-NQUIRY IS OP D ( 
CLEAilSCREEN; 
REPEAT 
WRITE •••INQUIRIES MENU•••; 
WRITE 1 1.PAILURE INFORMATION': 
VJIITE 1 2.ftAINTENANCE COST': 
WRITE 1 3.IIOBKER PERFORMANCE'; 
"VBITE 1 0.STOP': 
REPEAT CHO:= READ 'TRANSACTION: 1 ; 
~· ··,·.::··· ,,. ... ,.. .. , ..... , .. ,,, ......... , .............. , .. ;•.,, ·:·,·.,, .. ~·. '.' ... ~"'."':·;' .. :··· '., .. "y..,,.,,,.,"'.:~'.'.':.:·:;::.:;·,:::. ·.-.·.~~··.-'.'''·'. ,, :~:-.:·" 
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PILI: AUTO ,\ I 1;11,\,n 
UNTIL CHO IW TBLL ~ ENoacrnAt: IP CII0• 1 TIIF.11 rur. 0 c:,01,: Jr CII0•2 Tlll!!f co:.1 0 !!IDIF: 
JI' C!IO•J T:U!!I l'tlll' 0 CIIDJP: 
u,r1L CIIO•O C~O~trClT:); 
lPSRT IS or FL PLUO ' 
HU/I:• (1LIW• 1 PICK AR 1) ; 




>::• llt:,\U (l'Hl!iT (N l'OLP liESTfl'LII0-1 PICK ARR))): Al!J : 11 (K N Pl.ACE (PLH0-1 PICK AnJ)J (PLI0•1) l'LACI &Bl; H:•H• t; 
UllTJL ll=IIUlt 
EIIDBl::PEAT; 
AR2:•AR2 APPEND (PLHO•l PICK AHJ): QUES:= READ 1 CONTINUE(0,1): '; UNTIL OU&SaO 
ElfDREPEAT; 
ARS:= PL (LAOELS PL) INSERT AR2; AR5); 
cuu Is or FL< 
l'05I :=tcEYS FIIID PULL FL CPOS CHOOSE LADBLS FL): (DAT DLADEL PLACC (POSI PICK PL)) l'OSI PLACE FL); 
CUIIG IS OP FL ( 
UiS GETS FL; 
BRITE 1 1LADELS OP THE R0STERl 1 ; llllITE LAD.ELS FL: 
l'OS:=L PINDALL (DA5EFLAGS PL); WRITE "KEYS (POS CHOOSE LABELS FL); REPEAT 
fCEYS:= READ 'ENTER KEY(S): •; REPEAT 
DLABEL:= BEAD 1 DATA ENTB! COLUffN NO.: •; DLADEL:=DLADEL-1; 
DAT:= 1l EAD I ENT EB DA TA: ' : ARS GETS CHAN ARS; 
OUEST:=HEAD 1 110RE DATA OP THAT KEl?(O Oil 1): 1 ; ONTIL QDEST=O ENDREPEAT; 
OEST:= READ I PURTIIER CIIANG.E ON THIS PILE? (0 OB 1): '; UNTIL QESX=O ENDR.EPEAT; ABS); 






.. \, :.:.::.'.', :~:·· 
•• .v_, • 
fJLE: AUTO l 1 (;fl,\Nf 
U.S:•PL (lR6J D?LETF. Ar: AliS): 
ttPDT IS OP FL FL"O( 
,
1&PEU 
I/RITE ' ': VRITB •••UPDATE ffCNU•••: VIITE 1 1.INSERT1 ; VBIT! 1 2.DELEfE': I/RITE 1 3.CUllGE': 
I/U1'! 1 O. STOP 1 ; 
IEPElT CHOIS:•BEAD 'TRANSACTION: ': DUTIL CHOIS II TELL 4 !NDBEPEAT; IP CH0IS•1 THEN INSDT PL FLNO ENDIP; IP CH0IS•2 THEN DLT PL ENDIP; IP CHOIS•J THEN CH~G fL RUDIP; UNTIL CHOIS=O ENDREPEAT: ARS): 
RDFILB IS OP A ( 
REPEAT 
CLEUSCli!EN: 
IIRU'E 1 1 ; 
IIRITE •••ROSTERS ffEUU•••: IIRITE 1 1.IIORK ORDER•; IIRITE '2.IIORK ORDE&-CflAFT ASSIGNNT'; IIRITE •J.IIORK ORDEB-ffAT. ASSGffffT 1 ; 1/&ITE 1 4.VORK ORDER-EQUIP, ASSGNN7 1 ; IIRITE 1 S.8AINT. ffATERIAL': IIRITE 1 6.CRAFTSffEN': I/BITE •7.EQUIPffENT'; IIRITE •8.EQUIPffENT-COffPONEUT 1 ; IIBITE 1 9.ffAIHTENANCE EQUIPffENT 1 ; WRITE '10.VOBK STANDARDS'; IIRITE 1 11.VORK-ffATEBIAL STANDARDS': WRITE 1 12.VORK-CRlFT STANDARDS'; IIRITE 1 13.VORK-ffAIHT F.QUIPffENT STANDARDS'; WRITE 1 14.ELEffENTAL TASK OP JOBS': WRITE 1 15.TASK RELATIONS IN WORK CODES'; I/BITE 1 16.TASK STANDARDS'; WRITE •17.TASK-CRAPT STANDARDS'; VBITE '18.TlSK-ffAIHT EQ. STANDARDS'; WRITE 1 19.FORCASTED EQ. COSTS'; W!iITE I O. STOP' : 
REPEAT ROS::: READ 'ROSTER:= 1 ; UNTIL ROS IN TELL 20 ENDREPEAT; IF R0S=1 THEN WO:= UPDT WO ROS ENDIF; IF SOS=2 THEN WOCA:= UPDT IIOCA ROS ENDIP: IP ROS=J THEN WOHA:=UPDT WOHA nos ENDIF; IF 505=4 THEN WOHE:=UPDT WOHE nos ENDIF; IP BOS=S THEN MffAT:=UPDT ffHAT nos ENDIP; IF 1i05=6 THEN CBF: =UPDT CBP Ii0S ENDIP: IF R0S=7 THEN EQ:=UPDT EO nos ENDIF; IP ROS~8 THEN EQCO:=UPDT EQCO nos ENDIF; IF R0S=9 THEN HEQ:=UPDT HEQ ROS e&orr; 
''"!P'·'TicJ~= ,o" 'J'Hf.N WS:=UPOT 11'.S BOS E~l:lH'; IF R0S=l1 THEN ~tlS:=UPDT w~s rios i~DiP; 
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FILE: AUTO NLG A 1 GOANT 
IF ROS•12 THEN WCS:•UPDT VCS &05 EHDIP; IF 80S=1l THEN VIIES:•UPDT VIIES ROS ENDIF; IF &0S•1Q THEN W&TS:•UPDf WRTS ,os ENDIP; IF ROS•15 THEN TSKrS:•UPDT TSKPS BOS ENDir: IP ROS•16 !HEN TSK:•UPDT TSK ROS ENDIP; IP P.0S•17 THE!I TSKCRP:•UPDT TSICCRF nos EHDIF; IP ROS•18 THEN TSKIINEQ:•UrDT TSICftNEQ BOS ENDIF; IF B0S•19 THEN PEQC:•UPDT FEQC UOS ENDIF; UNTIL ROS•O ENDBEPEAT;); 
IIAINl' IS OP A ( 
CLEARSCllEEII: 
REPEAT VRITE1 •: WRITE••••••••••••••••••••••; VRITE ••D&TABISE SUBSYSTEll• 1 ; 
vnITE •• 1.DUIIP ROSTERS ••: WRITE•• 2.UPDl!E BOSTF.RS ••; 
VBITE •• J.lfAICE INQUIRIES••; WRITE • • a.STOP • •: 
VllITE ••••••••••••••••••••••; &£PEAT CHOICE:= REID 1TBANSACTION: UNTIL CHOICE IN TELL 4 ENDREPEAT; IP CHOICE= 1 THEN DUHP O ENDIF; IP CHOICE=2 THEN &DPILE O ENDIF; IP CHOICE=J THEN INQUIBY O ENDIF; UNTIL CHOICE= 0 ENDREPEAT;); 
loaddefs "res.ndf 
RSUP IS OP AR( 
D GETS VOID 0; 
C GETS VOID O; 
K GETS O; 
If GETS O; 
REPEU' 
REPEAT 
C GETS CLINK (K PICK A); 
K GETS (K +1); 
UNTIL (TALLY C) = (n PICK N) 
ENDBEPEAT; 
D GETS D APPEND C; 
C GETS VOID O; 
Pl GETS (fl + 1) ; 
OUT.IL (TALLY A) = K 
ENDREPEAT; D) 
loaddefs "vo.ndf 
RVS IS OP UV Z( 
ARNU8S := EACH TALLY Z; 
UO := LINK (ARNUflS EACHDOTH RE5UAPE U); VV := LINK (ABNUMS EACHBOTH RESHAPE n; 
ZZ := LINK Z; 
DV := ZZ EACHLEFT > O; 
I • 
' 
REVABR := CfV,SUD1:M,;JW:l*1.lliU>p + ( 'DV SUBLI$Li.ll.U.J.0..QJ + (BV SIJRJ,I!i'I:' 1.1:,.; . .......... , .... 1 .... , .. JJ;•("~· ····9<,_..--·-··' .. "'"···· . 
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.... ~ 
I'll.£: AOTU A 1 GUHT 
nsHP ziz ARHUIIS) 
loaddofn "ox.nd[ DB?f IS OP A ( HOBPRI:• READ 1 ENT~B UlGUEST PB10~1TY: •; NBES1 :• G&OUP TSKC&I' ("CRF?CD): UBES1 GETS TALL! (DODY IBES1); IBES2 :• GBOUP TSK!tNEO ("ltNEQNO); WBES2 GETS TALLY (DODY NBES2): VIQUB GETS POLL VO ("VBKNO "NBKCD "P&I); VBQUE GETS BEVIS£ VRQDE "PRI 1 1.1-((iDBPBI-PRl)/(NOBP&I)) 1 ; VBKS GETS POLL VBQUE ("V8KCD): VBTSQ GETS VBTS ("VBKCD) SELECT VBKS; VBTSQD GETS ElCff TRI! DODY VRTSQ; VBTSQBR GETS UEAD VBTSO LINK (FLIP EACU LINK FLIP VBTSQR); l'SQ GETS TSKPS ("VIIXCD 11 TSKCD) SEL!CT VllTSQlHI; TSKO GETS PULL VRTSQBD ("TSKCD); TSXSB GETS TSK ("TSKCD) SELECT TSKQ; TSKSBR GETS HEAD TSKSR LINK (FLIP EACH LINK FLIP(EACU TRIit BODY TSKSB)): TSKCBFQ GE1'S PULL TSKSRB ("TSKCD 11CRPTCD); TSKCB1"B GETS TSKCBF (11TSKCD "CBPTCD) SELE<."T TSKCBPQ; TSKIINEQO GETS POLL TSKSRE (11TSKCD "f!NEQNO); TSKl'IBEQB GETS TSKltNEO ( 11 TSKCD "IINEQNO) SELECT rsKIINEQQ: TC!t GETS TSKSRR (11TSKCD "CRFTCD) MATCHER tSKCRFB (11 'ISKCD "CRFTCD) ; TCPI GETS PULL TCH (11 TSKCD 11CBPTCD "NUPICBP); TCPI GETS GROUP TCII (11TSKCD); NBB GETS NBES1 EACHALL 5ESHAPE (TYPE TELL (TALLY DODY TCl'I)); E GETS '(FLIP (NOltCBF) (CRFTC0-1)) EACHALL PLlCEALL NDB 1 ; TCK GETS ATTACH TCll (11CBPL 11 PNOH O 11CNUK 01 0) E; TEO GETS TSKSBB (11 TSKCD 11 11NEQMO) f!ITCHER TSKIIREQB (111'SKCD 11 l1HEQNO); TEQ GETS POLL 1'EQ (11 TSKCD 11KHEQNO 11 Nf!NEQ); TEO GETS GJiOUP TEQ (''TSKCD); NBR GETS IIRES2 EACUALL RE51IAPE (TYPE TELL (TALLY BODY TEQ}}; E GU'S '(.FLIP (NHNEQ) (ltNEQN0-1)) EACHALL PLACBAJ.L NBB'; TEO GETS ATTACH TEO ("EQL "PNUK O "CHUH 01 0) E; Ten GETS PULL TC!t ("TSKCD "CBPL): TEO GETS PULL TEQ (11TSKCI> "EOL); TSKB GETS 'l'SK (11 TSKCD) IUTCIIER TCM ("TSKCD) ; TSKR GETS 1'5KR (11 '.i.'SKCD) !SATCHER TEQ (11 TSKCD); TSKB GETS PULL TSKB ("TSKCD 11TSKPB0C "CRFL 11 EQL); TSKSS GETS TSKPS ("TSKCD) l'IATCIIEfi TSKB ("ISKCD); POLI GETS (11 WBKCD "l'SKCD 11 PTSKCD "STSKCD "TSKPBOC 11CRl"L "EQL); TSKSS GETS PULL TSKSS PULI; WCT GETS WRQUE ( 11 VRKCD) l'IATCHEB TSKSS ("WBKCD); PULI:=("WBKH~ 11 WBKCD 11TSKCD 11 PTSKCD 11 STSKCD 11 TSKPBOC "PBI "CBFL "EQL): E: = • (IIRKII0,..10000) + (W RKCD* 100) + (TSKCD) 1 : WCT:= ATTACH WCT ("JOBNO 11 PNUH O 11 CNUl1 01 0) E; ~CT:= REVISE WCT 11STSKCD 'RVS WRKNO WRKCD STSKCD 1 ; iCT:= REVISE VCT 11 PTSKCD •nvs WBKNO WRKCD PTSKCD 1 ; PULI:=( 11JDBNO 11STSKCD 11 PTSKCD "TSKPBOC "PHI 11CBFL 11 EQL}; IICT := PULL VCT POLI; TASKB :=5 6 CHOOSE COLS f!IX DODY WCT; TASKR :=FLIP EACH LINK FLIP TASKR; TASKF := 0 1 2 3 q CHOOSE COLS HIX BODY WCT; TASKS:=· HIX FLIP (TASKF LINK TASKR) ;) 




I::TL IS OP I ( 
IRES GETS IIES1t1RES2; 
ICTIII GETS VOID O; 
P GETS YOJO 0; I 
CACTII JS OP f ( 
A 1 GBUT 
TIUft G!TS f PJID (D PJCI COLS TASKS); 
PBEC GETS REDUCE LINK (1 PICK (TPU! PICK BOWS TASKS)); 
DUI G!TS J PICK (TIUII PICK &OWS TASKS): 
V!IGUT GETS 4 PICK (TIU! PICK ROVS TASKS); 
VICTlft GITS OUl/8!IGUT; 
IACTJ!B GETS VOID O; 
IP PIIEC 0. 0 
TUElt 
runP GETS TALL! (1 PICK (TNOft PICK iOWS TASKS)); 
FOB I WITH (TELL NUftP) DO 
PB£CS GBTS (I PICK (1 PICK (THU! PICK SOWS TASKS))); 
NI GETS PRECS PIHD (0 PICK COLS ACTlft); 
WACTinD GETS WICTiftB LINK (1 PICK(NH PICK &OWS ACTiftJJ: BNDPon: 
WACTiftD GETS (ftll VACTIIIBJ; 
WACTin GETS WICTI!O + VACTin: 
ENDIF; 
1 GETS FLINK T; 
P GETS P LIHK VACTIII; 
ft GBTS II + 1; 
ICTin GETS n 2 RESHAPE P;) 
ICACTIII IS OP A( 
IHTL O; 
It GETS O; 
NUft GBTS (TALLY BOWS TASKS); 
If GETS O; 
REPEAT 
TSK GETS O PICK (N PICK REVERSE ROWS TASKS); 
CACTIII TSK; 
N GETS H+1; 
UNTIL N = NUii 
ENDBEPEA'l';) 
SDR'l'ACT IS DP A( 
SRT GEfS GRADEDOWN (1 PICK COLS ACTift); 
SR'l'D GETS ((REVERSE SRT) CHOOSE (ROWS TASKS)): 
SR'l'D GETS LINK SRfD; 
_SRTD GETS ( (TALLY SR'l') (TALLY COLS TASKS) RESHAPE SRTD); 
'PR:=((TELL 5) CHOOSE COLS SRTD) APPEND ((TALLY ROWS SRTD) RESHAPE 0); 
TASKS:=FR LINK ( ( (5 FOLD REST) (TELL (NRES+5))) CHOOSE COLS SRTD) ; 
TASKS:= ftIX FLIP TASKS;) 
loaddefs "sch2.ndf 
INSCH IS OP A ( 
JIP GETS VOID O; 




rlLl:Z AUTO 11.G Al GUNT 
!OJN GITS ll&D 1 IIPUT 10 OP &YAJLIULI llllT. IQ: IBSOUICIS GETS CIIPTI LIIS IONI: IIIS GETS 1IIS1tl1IS2; l!SDIS G!TS (6 POLO 11ST (TELL (ND!St6))): COIPJOB GETS YOID O; 
'flllll GETS O; ) 
IJIJIP IS OP IUI C IF (TALL! IOVS JIP)> 1 TREI JCOLS GETS CIDI PlCX COLS JirJ; ELSI IP CYILl,cl JlP)> 1 TIIU JCOLS GUS SOLITIBf (1011 PICK LIH .JIP) : ELSI JCOLS GITS (10ft PICK JIP); !IDIP: EIDIF; JCOLS) 
an, IS OP ,os PILI( IP (TALL! IOVS FILl)•1 TREI LfILI GBTS VOID O: ELSI 
NDOVS G!TS C(TlLLI DOVS FILE)-1); NCOLS GETS (TALL! COLS PILE); BGJIT GETS POS TAKE (RONS FlLE) ; LPT GETS (POS+1) DBOP IONS PILE; PILE GETS BGUT LIHK LFT: PILE GETS LIIK PILE; LFlLE GETS NROVS NCOLS RESHAPE PILE; EHDIP: I.PILE) 
'. • 
ISSGI IS OP POS PILE1 Plt!2( PILI GETS RONS 1ILE2; PILI GETS (LIIK PIL!) LINK (POS PICK(BONS FILE1)); IP (TALLY FILl2)) 0 TllEH 
NROVS GETS ((T&LLY BOWS FILE2)+1); IP IIBOVS • 2 TJl!H ICOLS GETS (TALLY PILE2); ELSE 
NCOLS GETS (TlLLf COLS PIL!2) ; !HDIP; PILE GETS HBOVS NCOLS BESHAH FILE; EHDIF; FILE) 
CHKlSS IS OP l'OS ( TASK GETS POS PICK BOVS TASKS; SOL GETS 8ESOUBC!S - (RESDES ClfOOSB XASK) ; IP (0 NOTIU (SOL>•O)) THEN RES009CES GETS SOL; JIP GETS ASSGH POS TASKS JI?; TASKS GETS B8V POS TASKS; IF (TALLY ROVS JIP)> 1 THEN JIP GETS (TIIIEN+ ((TALLY RONS JIP-1) J PICK JIP)) ((TALLY ROWS JH-1) 5) PLACE JIP; ELSB JIP GETS (TlHEN+(J PICK JIP)) 5 PLACE JIP; ENDIF; TBTU GETS (POS TUE 'U.?R\ t!\IK I fi'OS+1) l>l!OP TBTH) ; . v ••.••• , ... ,,,,, ELSE· 
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PILE: AUTO IILG A 1 GRAIIT 
TRTII Gl!TS L POS DE!Jll'L.\CE T&TII; ENOJF:) 
CHTSK IS OP A ( 
PLAG GETS 1: 
uuns GErs EACH TALL? (2 PICK COLS TASKS); 
PIECS GETS (LINK(2 PICK COLS TASKS)); 
TBTU GETS PiECS ElCDLEPT II (0 PICK COLS TASKS); 
HTH GEl'S 8SUP TIITII IUftS; 
'l'Rrff GETS (EACU REDUCE) LINK TRTII; 
NTR :•LINK((ftAX (EACH TALLY TRTII)) IESIIAPE 0): 
MTR:• REDUCE LINK WTR; 
5EPBU 
IP ITI II (TRiff TRTII) 
THEN POS GETS NTI FINO (T&!8 TLTH); 
CIIKASS POS; 
ELSE PLAG GETS O; !NDIP; 
UNfIL PLAG 11 0 
ENDRBPEA?;) 





Hl'ASKS GETS (TALL! BOWS TASKS); 
Tiff!H GETS O: 
BEPEAT 
IP (TILL! ROWS COffPJOU) < (NTASKS) THEN 
cnrs, O: ENOI.F; 
TiffEN GETS ffIN ABRJIP 5; 
FLAG GETS 1; 
BEPBAT 
IP (TlffEH IH ARBJIP 5) 
TUBH PL GETS TiffEN PINO A6BJIP 5; 
COffPJOB GETS ASSGN PL JIP COffPJOD; 
IP (TALL! ROWS JIP) > 1 
THEN TASK GETS PL PICK ROWS JIP; 
ELSE IP (VALENCE JIP)>1 
THEN TASK GETS LINK JIP; 
ELSE TASK GETS JIP; ENDIF; ENDIP; 
RESOURCES GETS (RESOURCES+ (RESDES CHOOSE TASK)); JIP GETS BffV PL JIP; 
ELSE IF (TALLY JIP > 0) THEN TINEN GETS NIN ARRJIP 5; 
ELSE FLAG GETS O; ENDIP; ENDI.F; 
UNTIL (OR. (FLAG=O) ( (TALLY ROWS CONPJOB) = NTASKS)) ENDREPEAT; 




IHITV IS. OP A ( 
STAGE GBXS VOID O; 
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rILU: AUTO IIJ.G 
Fl GEl'S VOID O: STATC GETS VOID 0; CSTS ccrs VOID O: POL CE:S VOIO O: POLICY GETS VOIO O: r GETS VOID 0;) 
SUftA IS OP ADS( 1P S>O 
THEN S:•S-1: E!IDIP; 
IP l• STU'E 
11 GHH 
TUEN SOL GETS CD PICK (S PICK ROVS PH)) • (B PICK (0 PICK JOVS CSTS)); ELSE SOL GETS (A PICK (S PICK BOiS FN)) + (A PICK (D PICK nows CSTS)): EIIDIP: SOL) 
CALCS IS OP AG ST( IP AG = 0 THEN !!INI11 GETS SUl1A (AG+1) AG ST; POL GETS POL LIIIK C: ELSE 
FBSTO GtTS SUHA (&G+1) AG ST; SECO GETS SOftA 1 AG ST; IF (FBSTO (:a SECO) THEN POL GETS POL LINK c: BINI! GETS SUKA (AG+1) AG St: ELSE POL GETS POL LINK B; ftIHift GETS SUftA 1 AG ST; EIIDIF; 
ENDIF; IUHll1) 




SOLUT GETS CALCH FLAG2 FLAC.1; F GETS PLINK SOLUT; PLAG2 GETS FLAG2 + 1; UNTIL FLAG2=STT ENDBEPEAT; FN GETS (FLAG1+1) STATE RESHAPE F; POJ. GETS (FLAG1+1) STATE RESHAPE POL; PLAG1:= FLAG1+1 U'HTIL FLAG 1=STG ENDREPEAT;) 
RESULT IS OP A ( COUNTS GETS (STAGE - 1); B.EPEAT 
........... ' 











A 1 GIUT 
Ul~IL TALLr roLJCf•(STAGE) 1?Jo111:r1?n; VRJTE roucy ;J 
COSTS IS or AC 
SrFR GE'lS O; STtO GE'lS O; VBITE "COST "PROft STPI "TO StTO: CST GETS READ 1 EUTER COST: 1 ; CSTS GETS CST; STTO :• STT0• 1; SEPE/IT 
VRITE "COST 11FROft STPR "TO STTO; CST GETS READ 'ENTER COST: •: CSTS GETS CSTS LIIIK CST; IP STtO • (STAT?-1) TUEN STTO :• O; STFR:cSTFR+1; ELSE STTO:•STt0+1; EIIOIP; DHTIL (TlLLr CSTSJ a (STATE•STATE) ENDREPEAT; CSTS GETS STATE STAT! DESHAPE CSTS;) 
&!PLACE IS OP PIRST( IHITV O; 
AGE GETS READ 1 PDESEllT AGE OP EQUIP:IBNT: 1 ; iBITE 1 TI11B INTERVAL OP TUE liEPLACEltEU' DECISION IS CALLED SHGB 1 ; STAGE GETS READ 1 NUft. OP STAGES: 1 ; VBITE 'AGES OF THE EQUIPltENT IS CALLEO STATE 1 ; STlTB GETS BEAD 1 NUft. OF STATES: •; COSTS O; 
RECURS STATE STAGE; RESULT AGE;) 
loaddefs "ov.ndf LIDBlRY "LABELTADLB; I Labels the colomns and rovs of a qiven table vith specified labels. Input parameters are corner label, rovlabels, coluan labels 
labeltable IS OP corner Rovlabels Collabels Table mix ( Corner link Collabels hitch ( liowlabels EACIIBOTH hitch rovs Table) ) 
TOPINIT IS OP A( STAGE GETS VOID O; PN GETS VOID O; POLS GETS 10'1. 1 1 i.i?t1CE' •RY.~l\l.n' 'll'EPLllCE': l.10L GE'.r'S iOID O; 
ltC{(O GE'rS O: J 
., .. t,·• 
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PlLr: AUTO NLG 
PRODA JS OP A ( 
PBOD GETS VOID O; 
CIISS GETS O: 
REPEAT 
A1 GRAIT 
VBITB 11 ACTIOI "IS (CIISS PICK POLS); Pl GETS READ 'INPUT GOOD PROD: •; AB GETS 5EAD 1 1UPUT FAILED P&OU: PROD GETS PROD LINK PB AR: CIISS GETS CHSS•1: UNTIL (TALLY PROD) a 8 E!IDBEPEAT: 
PROD G&TS 4 l RESHAPE PBOU;): 
COSTII lS OP A ( 
I • 
• 
OPLOS GETS READ •OPEARATION LOSS: •: NK G!TS flCNO PlND (LINK (PULL l'EQC("EQNO))): CST1 GETS IK PICK (LINK (PULL l'EQC("OVCST))): CS?2 GETS NK PICK (LINK (PULL fEQC( 11 1iEPLCST))) i CST4 GEtS CS1'2; CST3 GE?S NK PICK (LINK (PULL FEQC("REPACST})): est GETS CST1 (CST1•0PLOS) CST2 (CST2+0PLOS): est GETS CST LINK CSTJ (CSTl+OPLOS) CST4 (CST4+0PLOS) i CST GETS 4 2 R ESIIAPE CST:) 
COSTA IS OP A ( 
CST GETS VOID O; 
CHSS GETS O: 
REPEAT 
WRITE "ACTION "IS (CIISS PICK POLS): CST1 GETS READ 'INPUT GOOD COHO. COST: CST2 GETS READ 'INPUT FAILED COHO. COST: CST GETS CST LINK CST1 CST2; CHSS GETS CHSS+1; 
UHT1L (TALLY CST) = 8 
ENDBEPEAT; 
·CST GETS 4 2 RESHAPE CST;); 
' . • 
' . • 
PUNC IS OP A N ( SOL GETS ((0 PICK (A PICK BOWS PROB))*(O PICK (A PICK ROWS CST))): SOL GETS SOL+ ((0 PICK (A PICK .&OWS PBOD)) *(O PICK(N PICK BOWS PN))) i SOL GETS SOL+ ( (1 PICK (A PICK BOWS PROB))• (1 PICK (A PICK .&OWS CS7'))) i SOL GETS SOL+((1 PICK(A PICK BOWS PROD))*(1 PICK (N PICK BOWS PN))): SOL); 
~INP IS OP AB N( 
IP (FUNC AN>= FDNC B N) THEN flIHiff GETS FUNC AN: POL GETS POL LINK (SOLITARY(A PICK POLS)): ELSE 
HINI8 GETS PUNC B N; POL GETS POL LINK (S0Ll.'HR1!.~- ~ nc~ l'D:LS)); 
...... ._,..,.,.. ............. - .. ll\~J.i';·:.1U'Nil1J .. ~ ... ,·• ,,- .. ,. .. ... ~· ........ . ..... 
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.- ...... .. 
PILE: AD'fO 
acas IS oP A f 
F CETS VOID O; 
I GETS O; 
ILG A 1 GIAN! 
P GETS FLINK ftINP O 1 I; 
P GETS Y LINK ftlNP 2 l N; PU GETS 1 2 RESHAPE P; 
SEP EAT 
F GETS PLINK ftINP O 1 N; 
P GETS PLINK ftlNP 2 l N; 
U GETS N+1; 
PN GETS (N+1) 2 RESHAPE F; UNTIL (N•(STAGE-1)) 
ENDSEPEAT;); 
SOLO IS OP l ( 
POLU GETS STAGE 2 BESHAPE POL; IIBITE POLU;); 
ORD IS OP A( 
TOPINIT O; 
ftCNO GETS READ 'INPUT ftlCHINE NUffDEB: 1 ; STAGE GETS BEAD 1 NUft. OF STAGES: 1 ; PROBA O; WRITE 1 IPB1NT O FOB INPUTTING COSTS PROft TEBftINAL 1 ; WRITE 1 1PBINT 1 FOR RETRIEVING COSTS FROft DATABASE'; REPEAT 
CH GETS BEAD ' '; ONT.IL CH IN TELL 2 ENDBEPEA'l'; IF CB = 0 
THEN COSTA O; 
ELSE COSTR 0; ENDIF; 
VBITE 1INPDTS ARE'; 
WRITE 'COST ftATRIX 1 ; WRITE LABELTABLE ' 1 1 GGFP' 1 GF' CST; VBITE 'PROBABILITY ftATBIX 1 ; WRITE LABELTABLE' ' 1 GGPF' 1 GF 1 PROD; BCRS O; 
SOLO 0;); 
loaddcfs "maain.ndf ftODELS IS OP A ( 
REPEAT WRITE•••••••••••••••••••••••••••; WRITE'* MODELS SUBSYSTEM ••: WRITE '*1.REPLACEMENT ftODEL ••: WRITE 1 •2.REPL./BEP./OV. HODEL••: iRITE ••J.VORK SCHEDULING MODEL•'; iBITE ••O.STOP ••: WRITE •••••••••••••••••••••••••••; REPEAT 
CHSS GETS READ 'INPUT YOUR CHOISE: 1 ; UNTIL CHOIS IN TELL 4 ENDEEPEAT; IF CHS5=1 THEN REPLACE O; ENDIF; IF CHSS=2 THEN ORD 0; ENDIF: 
., .... ~ ..... .-,) .. af•CHS.S=3 rli.Elf SCHED O: ENDIF; 
.· .• ~, . . . . . 4,,,.,,,. ........... . 
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1'ILB: AHO ILG A 1 GRAUT 
o•TIL CRSS•O 2•01£r!AT:) 
HIS 01' AC VBITE ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••: V91T! ••VELCOftC TO ffAINTENAUCE ftA~AG!ffEHT SISTEK*': WRITE •••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••: VIIIT! ' 
'; IIEPE&T 
VIIIT! ••••••••••••••••••••••••; WRITE•• nAIN ftENU ••; VilTE ••1.DATADASt SUDSYSTE!•'; WRITE ••2.noDELS SUDSYSTEft ••; VBITE ••O.STOP. 
••: WRITE••••••••••••••••••••••••; IEPEAT 
CHOSS GETS READ 1 INPUT YOUR CHOISE:•: UNTIL CHOSS IN TELL 3 ENDREPgAT: IF CIIOSS • 1 THEN fUINT O; EIIDIF; IP CIIOSS = 2 THEN nooiLs O; ENDIF: UNTIL CHOSS = 0 ENDREPEAT;) 
bye 
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